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Seattle, Oct. 1. President Taft paid
his last visit to the exposition grounds
this morning to visit the live stock
ehow. He then went to the golf and
country club, where he spent five
hours playing golf with an old Yale
classmate. At four o'clock this afternoon he will leave for Tacoma, where
he will attend a dinner and address a
public meeting.
Last night the president made an
address, in which he dwelt on the
hustling qualities of Seattle citizens
and paid a tribute to Secretary of the
Interior Ballinger, announcing that
the secretary had his full confidence.
He also defended himself against the
assertion that he was not carrying out
the Roosevelt policies, saying that
many did not know what his policies
were, and as he had spent four years
in the Roosevelt cabinet, he knew as
well as anyone what Roosevelt contemplated, and that he would carry out
.his plans.
Speaking before the largest audience he has faced ginc his trio began,
President Taft last night announced
that he would urge in his coming mes- OFFERS $100 REWARD
IN

MONTGOMERY
"

CASE

Dispatch)
f Santa(Special
Fe, N. M., Oct. 1. Gov- - f
George Curry today au- f ernor
thorlzed the offering of a re- - f
f ward
of one hundred dollars for
t-
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f
f
f

f
f
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any Information as to the where- abouts of Miss Gertrude Mont- gomery, ths dead school teacher,
from Tuesday of last week, the
time she was last seen alive, to
Sunday morning, when she was
found dying in Santa Fe canon,
He also appeared before the cor- oner's Jury which will seek to
completo i is "work by tonight.
authorities are
Tht-a rigid investigation
making
at fault for any
as to the
convict leaving the camp on the
scenic highway without author- ity.
a
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sage to congress the enactment of
ship subsidy.
Mr. Taft declared that the country
was ready to make such experiment
and that something must be done to
build up an American merchant ma
rine. His utterances on this subject
were received with great acclaim,
When he turned to Alaska, how
ever, and declared that he was op
posed to granting a territorial form
of government to that far on posses
sion, the statement was received in
silence. As the president proceeded,
however, and outlined his policy for
the upbuilding of Alaska, of recom
mending government aid in the con
struction of railroads, of local gov
ernment bv a commission of five or
more members appointed by the pres LONE
SHARK WOULD RECOVER RIVAL CLAIMANT TO POLE HON
with the gov
ident and
6,000 CROWNS FROM PRINCE
ORS GETS NO RECEPTION
ernor, and when he told of the great
MIGUEL DE BRAGANZA
possibilities that lie In Alaska, he
ON RETURN
plainly caught the favor of his hear,
ers and was loudly cheered.
Later in the day when he was ad
NOW
mitted to membership in the Arctic NEEDED MONEY FOR WEDDING HE IS NOT TALKING
Brotherhood, an international organization made up of Canadians and
Americans interested in the develop ROYAL MATE OF FORMER MISS REFUSES INTERVIEW TO NEWS
ment of Alaska, the president anANITA STEV&ART WAS UP
PAPER MEN AT STATION
nounced that he intended to visit
AGAINST
IT
TO GREET HIM
as
to
summer
next
far
and
Alaska
go
into the territory as time would permit
into
in order that he might come
contact with the people and see for TRIES TO BORROW
MORE GOES
ABOARD
ROOSEVELT
himself what might be done for their
needs. Regarding this territory the
president said:
SINCE MARRIAGE HE
HAS AT PROPOSES TO TAKE PART
IN
"Alaska is a country of immense exHUDSON-FULTOTEMPTED TO SECURE LOAN
CELEBRApanse, and the governmental needs
OF 200,000 CROWNS
of the southeastern portion near to
TION, UNOFFICIALLY
Washington and the northwest are
quite direrent from those of Nome
Vienna, Oct. 1. Prince Miguel, of
New .York, Oct. 1. Commander R.
and the Seward peninsula and of the
was
who
married
B.
a
of
Yukon.
Braganza,
Such
the
recently
Peary arrived here afT7:15 o'clock
territory
valley
has need of a local legislation and lo to Miss Anita Stewart, a
this morning, and (after a burried
cal government which can only be un- of the late "Silent Smith" of New breakfast, he went aboard the Roosederstood by those who are on the York, has been sued for 6,000 crowns velt, which had steamed up the river
ground, and it is utterly impossible borrowed from a money lender when to the dock at Forty-Secon- d
street
and impracticable for congress in its he did not have money to pay his Peary refused to talk regarding the
to
the
details
by leg- hotel bill In Paris or
govern
legislation
to get Cook controversy.
islation required for the best devel to Scotland where Missenough
The naval
Stewart was,
today consisted
of
the territory.
, for the wedding. He has since tried of light draughtparade
opment
boats which will over"It has been proposed that congress to borrow 200,000 crowns from the take the Half Moon and Clermont at
should give to Alaska the regular same money lender.
The suit was Newburg, where there will be a big
form of territorial government under withdrawn, as the money lender fear- parade on land. The escort includes
which a legislature might be elected ed he would be put In prison for light draught cruisers and a fleet of
and a governor.
submarine torpedo boats.
usuary.
"I think this would be a great mis
Captain Brldgeman and the newstake, because I do not think that the TWELVE MILLIONS FOR
paper men were the only ones to greet
territory has a population of sufficient
RAILROAD IMPROVEMENTS
Peary at the railroad station.
number or sufficient stability and per
Alblg historical pageant paraded
manence of residence to warrant the
through Brooklyn today, but the wind
, 1.
Oct.
Twelve
millions
Chicago,
delegation to a locally elected legisla of dollars is to be
prevented the chance of a successful
spent for new rol- fllglft
ture of such authority.
by Curtiss and Wright during
and
stock
.motive power equip the
"Local self government or home ling
Bay.
ment
Union
the
SouthPacific and
by
rule In a country so large as Alaska,
Itfis not decided how far up the
the next rives
with a scattered nomadic population, ern Pacific railroads
the Roosevelt will go. When it
.
.
intense local, and sectional feeling year.
r aboard, it was
should not b'; 'given seriouR conside'Y1-tio- n
flying the north pole
until the, population and devel- DEPOSED PERSIAN , SHAH
flag. There was no demonstration for
GOES INTO LIFE EXILE
oped resources' of the country have inPeary, although the vessels blew their
creased to such an extent as to warwhistles as the Roosevelt passed at
rant, the division of the territory Into St. Petersburg, Oct. 1. Mohammed the rear of the parade.
more limited areas, where the inhab- All, the deposed shah of Persia, sail
Proceed Up River
itants of each would have an oppor- ed yesterday from Anzalion to his Newburg, N. Y., Oct. 1. Newburg
tunity of becoming acquainted and exile in Russia. He will be taken today witnessed the formal transfer
where there would be some degree of to Odessa. His movements are kept of the
and Clermont from
similarity of interests.
secret as his assassination is feared. the lower Hudson-Fultocommittee
"My own judgment is that the only
way to properly develop Alaska for
the benefit of everybody in it is to
bring the territory under the management of one bureau and depart
ment in Washington."
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ALBUQUERQUE DAILY TRIBUNE

INTERURBAN TROLLEY LINE
FOR MESILLA VALLEY

ABSORBS

(Special Dispatch)
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 1. The TexMexico & Pacific railway
New
as,
company of La3 Cruces, Incorporated
here today with J 50,000 capital, to
build a three-milelectric railway
from Las Cruces to Mesilla Park.
The directors are Edward Ehle, Chas.
K. Atkinson, Allen J. Papen, Frank' A.
Jones and James T. Smith.

(Special Dispatch.)
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct 1 By far
one of the mbst important newspaper changes in the southwest In recent
years took place here today when
the Daily Tribune purchased the plant
and good will of the Albuquerque Citizen, the evening Republican daily, and
one of the oldest newspapers in cenbeen estral New Mexico, it having
'
tablished in 1886.
The Tribune will consolidate the
TO
Citizen plant with its own, and beginning With tomorrow, will begin the
The
publication of the Tribune-Citizelast Issue of the Citizen appeared today. W. F. .Brogan, who has been
managing editor of the Citizen, his
brother, John Brogari, telegraph editor, and other members of the Citizen
kind In the country. It carries be staff will become members of The
tween two hundred and fifty and three Tribune editorial force.
hundred people, a multitude of shows,
both Instructive and amusing, and en
joys a reputation for being strictly on
the square, tolerating no "graft"
shows or indecent attractions.
The company was here several years
ago, on the occasion of the annual Las
Vegas fair, and since then has grown
to much larger proportions.
It is not known Just where the carnival company will show, but It Is
likely that that portion of Railroad
avenue below Center street, will be New York, Oct. 1. The democratic
used. '
convention of the city of New York
last
night nominated the following
POSSES GIVE UP HUNT
e

LICENSE

NAT REISS CARNIVAL
The city council at a special meeting held last night, granted a license
to the Nat Reiss Carnival company to
show in this city for a week, beginning
October 25th.
The meeting was presided over by
John K. Martin, president of the council, in the absence of Mayor K. D.
The councilmen present
Goodall.
were Aldermen O'Byrne, Hedgcock,
Bacharach and Hubbard.
I. L. Peyser, general agent of the
carnival company, was on hand and
gave the council what information
they desired as to the class of shows
In the company, etc. Peyser stated
that the company would be In Albuquerque during the week of the forthcoming territorial fair, and that it
had an open date of a week between
the closing of the fair there and the
opening of the annual El Paso fair,
and hence wished to show in Las
Vegas at that time. However, the
carnival, company representative said
that if the city did not want the carnival to come here he would not bring
It, as it never antagonized the municipal authorities in any city.
After some discussion the council
voted unanimously to grant Mr.
Peyser a license, charging him $50 for
the privilege and with the understand
ing that the streets must be kept
clean,1 only moral shows conducted
and order maintained on the carnival
grounds. This the agent promised to

OCTOBER

FRIDAY,

COMPANY

'

CITIZEN

The negotiations for the purchase of
the Citizen by the Tribune were conducted with secrecy and the announcement of the sale and consolidation came as a complete surprise to
all except the parties immediately
concerned. Felix Martinez, of El
Paso, Texas, one of the chief stockholders in The Daily Tribune, which
is a Democratic paper, together with
J. D. Hand, of Las Vegas, president
of the Tribune company, met here
last night with W. S. Strickler, pres
ident of the Citizen Publishing company and other stockholders, and the
deal for the sale of the Citizen was
closed.

n

ticket: .yiwtta .!,.
Mayor--Justic- e

,

William Jay Gaynor

M A
Glenwood Springs, Colo., Oct, 1.
of Brooklyn.
The posses hunting the bank robM. Moore, of
ComptroUer-Rob'-ert
bers have given up the search. The
x Manhattan.
search will be continued, through the
President of the board of aldermen
police channels and communication
with other cities. The surety com
John F. Galvin of Manhattan.
0
pany has made good the loss of
The Tammany - cohorts were so
to the,,pitizens' National bank..
strong that they overrode with ease
the
opposition faction headed hy SenJEFFRIES ANXIOUS FOR
FIGHT WITH JOHNSON ator Patrick H.' McCarren of Brooklyn.
Beree'r.
San Francisco. Oct.
In the mayoralty fight; Justice
James J. Jeffries' manager, has re
chief opponent will be- Otto T.
ceived a wire from the, poilermaker, ,Bannard, president of the New York
announcing that Jeffries, leaves Paris Trust company, nominated ty the refor America. on.Ortoher IB '.' tlors-opublicans, and who haB some assurm
say Jeffries wants to fight Johnson as ances of support from the fusionists.
do.
' .hi;,-.'.
There was no mention or even inThe Nat Reiss Carnival company la Bonn as a. data can hA Arrnnwil " nnri'
' direct reference In the platform to
one of the biggest aggregations of Its , prefers Galveston as the place.
$10,-00-

Gay-nor- 's

-

f

"

NOT

LICKED

YET

AUTO EXCURSION TO
MONTEZUMA

STINGING
FARM ADMINISTER
TO SPANISH TROOPS
auto ex
MELlLLA

DEFEAT
NEAR

It is proposed to run an
cursion of the business men to the
Montezuma farm near the hot springs
on Sunday afternoon, for the purpose
of viewing the results this year of the AMBUSH
FORCE
SCOUTING
sugar beet experiments there. While
the successful growing of sugar beets
has already been demonstrated, the GENERAL AND THREE OTHER OF-experiments this year were to demonFICERS KILLED N FIGHT
strate the yield per acre. The yield
has been so satisfactory that it is said
THAT FOLLOWED
that besides getting back the money
invested, those business men interested will receive a nice dividend on
their stock from the crop which will ABANDON M T. Q LI It LI G A
be harvested from the twenty acres.
The excursion will start from the commercial club at 2:30 o'clock Sunday APPEARANCE
OF 4,000 TRIBESafternoon and those auto owners who
MEN CAUSES SURRENDER OF
wish to go are requested to invite
STRATEGIC POSITION
their friends to make the trip and
meet at the club building on Douglas
.
avenue at the hour named.
Melilla, Oct. 1. A large Spanish
force from Zeluan, reconnoiterlng In
TOSS OF COIN DECIDES
the direction of Sokel Jemls, met
FATE OF DESERT MINER with a serious reverse in an engagement with Moorish tribesmen yesterLos Angeles, Oct. 1. David El- - day. General Diaz Vlcario and three
drldge, a mine owner who recently other officers, together with fourteen
disappeared in the desert, staked his soldiers were killed, while 182 were
life on the toss of a coin and lost, wounded. The troops fell into an amaccording to "Malpais Mike", a pros- bush on their return from a scouting
pector who was with him. "Mike" expedition, but managed to hold out
says the two lost most of their pro until the arrival of reinforcements
visions on a trip to inspect a power with a battery of machine guns, when
site and when their water was re the Moors were forced to retreat afduced to five gallons, Eldridge pro- ter desperate fighting.
,
posed they toss a coin to see which
Green-watone' would make a dash for
Madrid Suppresses News
for aid. "Mike" won and when
Madrid, Oct. 1. It Is now known
he arrived at Greenwater and set out that the Spanish troops abandoned
with a searching party for his com- their position on the summit of Mt.
panion, the latter could not be found. Guruga on the appearance of 4,000
Moors, who were expected to attack
HANS WAGNER LAUDED
them at any time. The latest Spanish
BY HOME TOWN COUNCIL defeat in Morocco is not yet known to
the peonle fs. tie govevriment Jarnre--,
mjpp3fcss.li.tf
reports.
home town of Honiia Wagner was fu'ly
named for the Carnegie Steel magnate,
the latter never received the honors OMAHA CAR STRIKE
IS ALMOST BROKEN
s
The
given to the great ball player.
city council last night passed resoluOmaha, Oct. 1. For the first time
tions congratulating Wagner on his
great achievement as a ball player and during the street car strike, cars ran
congratulated the town on having him last night until ten o'clock. There
ror a citizen, rne vote was accom were a number of minor riots.
panied by cheers.
'

er

NEED MORE APPLICANTS
FOR CENSUS POSITIONS

FOUR CONVICTS SEEK
PAROLE FROM PRISON

Washington, Oct. 1. Unless more
applications for jobs In the census
bureau are received from the western
states and territories, it is probable
that those states and territories will
not receive their full quota of census
enumerators.

(Special Dispatch)
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 1. The
following convicts, serving terms
in the territorial penitentiary,
made application today to the pa- role board, for their conditional
release pn parole from prison:
Charles Fox, San Miguel coun- ty, two years for larceny from
warehouse; Joshua Rogers, Ber- nalillo county, sixteen months
for larceny;' Con. Woole'y, Colfax
county, life sentence for murder;
Jose Maria Rivera, Lincoln
county, life sentence for murder,

f

f
f

PRESENTS FROM ALL
OVER1 WORLD FOR BRYAN
Lincoln, Oct. 1. W J. Bryan towedday celebrated his twenty-fift- h
ding anniversary. The house was filled with decorations
and presents
from all over the world.

NORTH

f

V

f
f

f
f
f
f'
f
f
f

END OF SCENIC ROUTE
WILL SOON BE COMPLETED

The consideration was not given out,
but it is said to have been very satisfactory. It Is reported by those supposed to know that the Citizen plant
(Special Dispatch)
brought its stockholders between $25,-00Santa Fe, N. M Oct. I. Territo
and $30,000.
rial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan stat-te- d
today that the northern end of
the Scenic Highway, extending from
Santa Fe to the Colorado state line
north of Raton, would be completed
in the near future. By January 1,
a fine pike road with the mountain
grades reduced to the minimum will
be opened for traffic from the territorial capital to the northern New Mex
ico border. There will be a slight
break In this highway between Santa
the retiring administration of Mayor Fe ana Las Vegas,
where It crosses
McClellan.
the top ridge of the Sangre de Cris-t- o
Outside the mayoralty fight chief
range, but It is expected that the
interest in the camnaten will center Forest Service will In time build this
in the contest for district attorney, stretch of the road and thus com
who will be nominated later., ;District plete what is destined to be one of
Attorney Jerome's attack on Justice the most magnificent pieces of pub
Gaynor earlier In tha wapIt mnVoa lic roadway in the United States, a
it unlikely that his candidacy for re- - good part of which Is through the
eiecuon win receive democratic en- mountains where the scenery is very
dorsement
beautiful.
One speaker last night spoke of Mr.
The road building gang of convicts
Bannard as an unknown man whose from the. territorial penitentiary is
now at work just above Shoemaker,
nomination was forced upon the
Mora county, where work on grading
by the Taft family.
In national politics a consistent the road through Dog canyon is proge
and
democrat. Justice Oavnor ressing rapidly. The convicts' will
was nominated for the supreme court work towards Las Vegas and should
bv the rpnnhllmna and Inrianonffontfl reach that city within a month or six
of this: city and since that time has weeks, providing bad weather does
twice declined, nominations for gover- not delay the work. At the Las Venor offered him by his own party. gas end of the Scenic Highway across
He was prominently; mentioned for the Pecos National forest, the road is
the second place on the national de- in need, of repairs In many places and
mocratic ticket at the Denver con- the convicts, will be put to work fix'
vention last year.
places.
ing up the washed-ou- t
0

FOR MAYOR OF NEW YORK

FOR BANK ROBBERS

MS

committo , the upper Hudson-Fultotee. Accompanied by an imposing array of warships, river craft and little
vessels, the two boats anchored off
tne town while uovernor Hughes- and
members of the committee were welcomed by Mayor McClung with a military salute. Governor Hughes reviewed a parade of soldiers, sailors
and attended a dinner at the Newburg
city club.
Convicts Given Treat
Ossining, N. Y., Oct. 1. The convicts at Sing Sing prison were marched out today and allowed to see the
Half Moon and Clermont as they passed up the river with their escort

FORCES NAME GAYNOR

TAMMANY

.

EVENING

EDITION.

'

According to the territorial engineer, one of the finest and most permanent pieces of work on all the
Scenic Highway is that part constructed between Raton and the Col- orado line. This is across Raton
mountain and was especially difficult
and required almost a year to complete. It is an engineering feat and
the work is of a permanent character.
All of the culverts are of solid con
crete, while the bluffs are protected
by a fence of concrete, posts and
chains.
it is announced that the survey will
be completed In the near future for
the new road between Roswell and
Carrlzozo. This road will be much
shorter than the one now in use and
will pass through
Picacho, Hondo,
Lincoln, Nogal and Carrlzozo.
Plans are now on foot to raise funds
for the building of this road and the
Santa
highway, the
survey for which was completed this
week. The money will be borrowed
for the work and it will probably' bft
possible for work to be begun within1' Js.'i
the next month. In each instance
the counties through which the road
with the terripasses will
tory in the work, supplying a part of
the labor and funds necessary.
Just now the outlook for good roads
in New Mexico was never better and
this augurs well for the rural districts
as well as the Important commercial
centers of New. Mexico, for with good
roads the volume of trade will be
considerably increased.
1
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ON FAST TRAIN
"KATY LIMITED" RANKS AS ONE
OF FINE8T IN UNITED
STATE 8

W

i

NEW

USED

EQUIPMENT

to Last
Everything From Engine
Car Just Out of Shops Actual Cost
Was $958,000 Will Reduce Running Time Between St. Louis and
Texas Points.

V

s

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas
Railway company is the latest system
to enter the contest for the finest 11m
ited train in the United States. Its
new "Katy Limited," which made its
Initial trip this week between San Antonio and Dallas, Texas, and St. Louis,
is said to be the most luxurious train
in point of equipment in America.
Regardless of whether this be true
or untrue, it is certain that in several
respects, at least, the equipment is
superior ' to that of any jegular train
in this country. Every bit of it is
just from the shops. The engines
which pull it were "limbered up" on
runs
short
last month
during
immediately after receipt from the
makers, and saw regular service for
the first time this week. Fur
thermore, there Is not even an old bolt
In the day coaches, and as for the
sleeping cars, they came direct from
the Pullman shops September 23, and
are the best which that company has
made.
This service was Inaugurated that
Texans and Oklahomans might have
a fast train for St. Louis via the Katy
route every twelve hours. Heretofore
they have had only one fast train
hours, "The Katy
every twenty-fou- r
Flyer." The time made by the "Limited" is the same as that made by the
hours
"Flyer" about twenty-thre- e
from Dallas but it was demonstrated
on the first trip to the satisfaction of
the railroad officials that the great
new engines can do much better with
the "Limited," and it is probable,that
a shorter schedule will be arranged.
The engineers often permitted their
Iron steeds to "loaf" in order to keep
to the schedule.
To establish this service an investment of $958,000 was necessary, that
being the cost of the equipment for .the
four trains now speeding over the
rails of the Katy system. This equiploment consists of sixteen
comotives of the latest design, costing
steel
$16,000 each; seven seventy-foo- t
underframe baggage cars, $7,000 each;
two combination coach and baggage
cars, $9,000 each; ten coaches, $10,000
Katy'a
eaoi incefe car. Jjujit -at:- athecost
of
Sedalla, Mo.,
shops
$18,000; four observation cars and ten
twelve-sectiodrawing room sleeping
cars, average cost, $25,000 each. Tne
total cost of the equipment, exclusive
of the Bleeping cars, is $558,000, and
of the sleepers themselves, $400,000.
The sleeping cars are of the best
constructed by the Pullman company.
The observation, jcars are known as
n
the
type. They are steel built,
having extra wide platforms and vestibules. The trucks are all of steel,
have six wheels with 5x9 Journals.
The brakes are Westinghouse brakes,
being of the triple high speed retaining valve type. The water eystem Is
operated by air pressure and furnishes hot and cold water. Silver finish,
Open plumbing and dental lavatories
are features of the dressing room
equipment
Electricity lights the

if
.
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'Before I begun using Cascsrfts, I hud ft bad com- on my face, and my food was not
Sfexion, pimples
as ft shonld have been. Now I um

entirely
well, and the pimplea have all disappeared from my
face. I can truthfully say that C&Rcarets are just
advertised; I have taken only two boxes of them."
Clarence K. UrUIin, Sheridan, Iiid.

terday from Raton, in charge of Conductor Raney and crew.
W,
T
Prife trnvolinc atrirpVppnpr
for the Santa Fe, is in Clovis for
several days.
G. A. Huff, of Alva, Oklahoma,
has
acceDted a rjosltion as clerk at the
round house at Clovis.
F. J. Stople, after spending a short
vnnnHsin bna tnkpn nn hla riuttaa nfraln
as time keeper at the shops in Clovis.
James iueiey, master mecnanic,
laft Plnvia fnr Rnrniv M TW tn apnnm.
pany his family to Clovis to make their
home.

RnerlriAer Hwirv Rensinp
nf the
switch engine is off for a few days,
being at home preparing for a hard
winter.
W. E. Barlow, round house foreman
Mrthere, left. Clovis for Pnphlo.
Barlow expects to move his family to
ciovis in the near future.
Brakeman H. P. Kirkratrlek. of Con.
ductor J. F. Mulhern's passenger crew,
has returned from Dayton, Ohio, iu
wnicn city ne placed a son at school.
"Red" McLauthlln. ft Santa Po onn.
ductor at Albuquerque, stopped oft a
snort wnne in rtaton to visit friends
while on his way home from an ex- tensive eastern visit.
The Pennsylvania railroad has placed orders for 200.3K0 tons nf BtAol mflo
for its 1910 requirements. The price
is said to he I2S a ton nnrl tha tnti
of the order is $5,600,000.
John C. Sears, division 'dtrirelrpenpr
Of
1
... Can Uovnlal
" ...(..
aiiiTcu
ati xiaiun
ior
uauiuaiviai,
a brief
visit, and was accompanied on
nis return trip ny Mrs. Sears, who
will make a. considerable stay at that
place.
Mrs. Jessie Miller rtnrnerl tn ai.
buquerque.from Gallup where she at
tended initiation or eastern Star candidates. Mrs. Miller is the wife of Con
ductor Miller of the Santa Fe coast
lines service.
d
A nice
hahv hnv urn a Ytnrn
to Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Green at Raton,
ine banta Fe officer says that this,
making an even half dozen children,
he thinks he should he trpnfprl in.
stead of being expected to treat
conductor James Purcell and crew
brought in No. 10 from Alh,i
yesterday afternoon and almost im- mvuinicij leu m return to tnal city,
handling No. 2 passenger train, with
the timely assistance of the engine- men.
Announcement is made t.haf iho
Union Pacific railwav Intenrla tn r
forward the betterment of its 'lines in
Colorado and the west as was originally planned by Mr. Harriman before his
death. These improvements include
s
the building of several
and the
construction 01 snops in Denver.
Brakemen McKinney and Rose, who
came to thl8 Citv from Pnehln anA ca.
cured positions here, have returned to
tne uoioraao city, not being in circumstances to maintain theme1vpn on
the road till next pay day. It would
seem irom tneir action that the men
have stand-off- s
in Pueblo all right
enough.
J. O. James, of Raton, received a
very painful injury one day last
week, being struck in the eye and
side of the face by a flying piece of
metal. Mr James is a machinist in
tlio' bofk- - thrrp la tlie Oaie 'fcity .and
Was hurt While at work, hut fnrriinnto.
ly the damaged eye is the one in whicn
ne nas already lost the sight.
J. R. Skidmore returned to Raton
from La Junta, wherp ha hurl noon in
the hospital for some time past as a
result or Deing run down by a switch
engine while on dutv. Mr sviflmnro'.
friends will be glad to learn tuat he
is aoie to be up again, even if it Is
on crutches, and hope that he will
soon be able to lav them asiri ATI ti TO- -

m

cut-off-

ht

"Seventy-seve- n
feet over the buffers is the length of the coaches. The
length over the sills is seventy feet.
The seating capacity Is eighty-fou- r
peo
ple. The vestibules are wide. There
are standard steel frames for a double
cast steel body bolster. Westinghouse
triple draft air brakes are used. Illumination is furnished by five single mantle Pintsch ceriter lamps in
e
the body of the car, two
lights of the same type in the vestibules and gas brackets In the toilet
rooms. The heating is direct steam
from the engine, augmented by two
spear stoves. There are two toilet
rooms, and the latest in high speed automatic air brakes are used."
The observation cars in use are:
"Ben Dearg," "Ben Macdhul," "Ben
Lawers," and "Ben Venue." The names
of the drawing room sleeping cars are:
"Madrlne," "Mermaid," "Narada," "Nirvana," "Roamer," "Randolph," "Satel
lite," "Tamerlane," "Tecumseh," and
,
"Kalitan."
From' end to end of the train there
is not a car or piece of equipment
which is not new. All of it is Just
from the shops.. None of it had ever
been used before.
two-flam-

RAILROAD NOTES
Engineer E. Bailey laid off sick

Chief Disrjatcher Riitler. of Ran TW.
nardlno. Cal.. will anend his annual va.
cation or two weeks in touring tne
aivision, a portion of the time In company with Superintendent Hitchcock.
C. W. Smith, who baa hepn actiner in
the capacity of night chief, will con
tinue at tne head of the night force
until Mr. Butler returns, when Mr.
Quirk .will again take up his regular
duties.
J. Fred Anton, the new transportation inspector on the New Mexico division, left Las Veeas this moxnintr tnr
Albuquerque and intervening stations
on ino. as. Anton does nearly all his
traveling on freight trains and could
easlv he mintakpn with hie nriiia nn
for a brakey on a local freight whlcM
stops at small stations and nearly
every water tank to unload stuff. But
Anton draws a much handsomer salary than when general yardmaster
here.
A party of officials of the Kansas
City, Mexico & Orient railroad had a
conference with representative citizens of Del Rio, Texas, the other day,
with a view of arranging for building
a branch line through that town and
across the Rio Grande into Mexico to
a connection with the Mexican International railroad.
The
proposed
branch will leave the main line at
San Angelo, and will be about 225
miles long. The survey has already
been made.
The Colorado Midland will inaugurate a dining car service between Denver and Colorado Springs on its west,
bound train October 3.
The dining
car will be attached to train No. 3,
which now leaves Denver for the
west at 6:45 o'clock p. m., but which
after October 3 will leave Denver at 6
p. m. The train eastbound, which arrives in Denver at 8:10 o'clock a. m.,
will also carry a dining car.
The
improvement is one that will be considerably appreciated by the traveling
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Engineer Harry Hartley is oft for a

For

Bowel

CANDY CATHARTIC

,

'

Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good. Do GooA,
Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, 10c, 85c, We. Never
old in balk. The genuine tablet stamped COO.
daaranteed to cure or your mooey back
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y, Cos
AKXUAL SALE. TEN MiLUOX BOXES

few days.

signed to engine 1606, with D. R. Bar
ton as fireman.
Engineer T. B. Bowen has been aS'
signed to engine 1600.
Engineer William Cornell has been
Fireman Donald McRhea has been
assigned to engine 1612.
Fireman H. E. Harvey is resting up
for a few days, a thing it was desirable to do.
Engines 1135 and 1600, which have
Just been overhauled at the Topeka
shops, brought a drag to this city yes-

Are Yon Thinking
of Buying

public.

a house; a lot; a horse;
an automobile; A BUSl
NESS; A MUSICAL INSTRU
MENT; You will serve your own
interest by consulting

Optic Want Ads

With more liberal railroad rates
than for two or three years, there Is
ample promise of a record attendance
from out of Kansas City at the
Priests of Pallas festivities next
week. The reduced railroad rates are
on. a basis of one fare for the round
trip within a radius of 200 miles of
Kansas City on all lines.
This Includes points In Kansas, Nebraska and
Missouri.
Arraneements h avp hppn
made to sell tickets from points be-- I
zone based on the
yond the
regular fare where no reduced rates
obtain and at the reduced rate with- e
in the
radius.
This adds
Oklahoma, Colorado, Arkansas, Texas
200-mil- e

i

200-mil-

V

1909

1,

site chosen for the station, awarding
the contracts for the terminals and
approving the plans being redrawn by
Architect Jarvis Hunt of Chicago for
the building, can be carried out without delay.

Not Sisters

THE RAIlFROVD WORLD
bodies of the cars, and there are two
lights in each berth, uppers as well as
lowers. There are electric fans In
the observation end and in the smoking compartment. The inside finish is
of mahogany, South American redwood
and marquetry.
As for the regular sleepers, they are
standard twelve-sectio- n
drawing room
steel platforms
cars, built with
throughout, wide vestibules and all
steel trucks. They are equipped with
the latest improved triple action air
brakes of Westinghouse design. . The
woodwork Is the same as that in the
observation cars. Heating is by live
Bteam from the engine, end the fitting is such that the heat can be cut
out of the smoking room, drawing
room or any indivlduel section of the
car. There is green plush upholstery
with carpets, drapery and curtains in
harmony. The arms of the1 seats are
curved, this making them more comfortable than those In the old style
Another improvement is
sleepers.
found in the arrangement of the seats,
these being placed so that baggage can
be placed under them where it will be
out of the way. The old style cathedral art glass formerly used In the
dressing rooms and passageways has
given way to white prism glass, the
effect being at once striking and pleasing. The electric fans are arranged
for two speeds and are operated by
push buttons. The current is generated by an axle device which is augmented by a storage battery, the last to be
used when the car remains for any
.
length of time at a station.
What is regarded as the most pleasing feature of the new cars is the arrangement of the dressing rooms for
women. These are nearly twice the
size of those found in the old cars; are
finished in white enamel, and have two
silver washstands, dental lavatory and
hot and cold water. The arrangement
Is such that there is ample room for
four persons to complete their toilets
in comfort and without crowding or Interference. All doors on the sleepers
have the latest thing in door checks,
which prevent slamming, and are a
safeguard against accidents.
The other equipment is well described in the specifications, which
read:
"The baggage, coach and chair car
equipment represents the very highest type of modern construction. There
are steel underframes, heavy reinforced steel ends, solid steel trucks
wheels.
throughout and steel-tire- d
"The chair cars have a seating capersons, there bepacity of fifty-eigchairs in the main section
ing fifty-tw- o
and six seats in the smoking room. The
lighting is with seven mantle Pintsch
gas counter lamps, two bracket lamps
and two double frame Pintsch gas ves
tibule lamps. The heating is by steam
direct from the engine, in connection
with one double coil Baker heater.
There are three toilet rooms in each
chair car and one washstand in tne
ladies' toilet. Pintsch gas is furnished
from two gas receivers under the car.
The brakes are the Westinghouse high
speed automatic type.
"The combination cars have a Beatpersons
ing capacity of forty-eigcom- each, and there is a thirty-foo- t
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Now end again you see two women pss
ing down the street who look like sisters.
You are astonished to learn that they are
mother and daughter, and you realize that
a woman at forty or forty-fiv- e
ought to be
at her finest and fairest. Why isn't it so?

It's A Top Notch Doer
Great deeds Compel regard. The
world crowns its doers. That's why
the American people have crowned
Dr. King's New Discovery, the king
of throat and lung remedies. Every
atom is a health force. It kills germs,
and colds and la grippe vanish. It
membranes and
heals cough-rackecoughing Stops. Sore, inflamed bronchial tubes and lungs are cured and
hemorrhages cease. Dr. Geo. More,
Black Jack, N. C, writes "it cured me
of lung trouble, pronounced hopeless
Trial
50c, $1.00.
by all doctors."
bottle free. Guaranteed by all drug'
gists.
And every woman 4s proud of her
husband for a time.

The general health of woman is so intimately associated with the local health
of the essentially feminine organs that
there can be no red cheeks and round
form where there is female weakness.

Women who have suffered from
this trouble have found prompt
relief and cure in the use of Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription. It gives vigor and vitality to the .1
It clears the complexion, brightens the
organs of womanhood.
eyes and reddens the cheeks.
g
No alcohol, or
drugs is contained in "Favorite Prescription. "
Any sick woman may consult Dr. Pierce by letter, free. Every letter is

d

,

habit-formin-

Address I
held as sacredly confidential, and answered in a plain envelope.
World's Dispensary Medical Association, Dr. R.V. Pierce, Pres., Buffalo, N.Y

and Louisiana to the list of states in
which the low rates will obtain. The
reduced rate tickets will go on sale October 4 and continue on sale until October 8, with the final return limit
October 11. "We will have more business than we can handle," George W.
Hagenbuch, general agent of the passenger department of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe railroad at Kansas
"The
City, said the other morning.
people in our territory have had a
prosperous year and I look for a
larger crowd than we have ever had in
Kansas City before-- " Passenger officials of other roads made similar predictions.
W. T. Quirk, night chief dispatcher
for the Santa Fe at San Bernardino,
Cal., is again on duty after an absence
of nearly a month in Illinois. He returned Sunday morning together witn
his family, and immediately took
charge of the desk of J. E. Butler, day
chief, who is now on his vacation.
Mrs. Quirk was called to Illinois by
the serious illness of her mother, Mrs.
Theodore Schaar, at Beardstown, and.
during their presence there she died.
Mr, Quirk spent some time In visiting relatives and friends In various
parts of the state before leaving on his
return trip.
Joseph McCaffrey,
formerly chief
bell boy at the Alyarado hotel in Albut
for the past several
buquerque,
months clerk at the Harvey house at
has
returned to his home in
Deming,
the Duke city to recuperate from Injuries sustained as the result of a fall
received from a bronco about a week
ago. Joe was riding a cayuse around
the outskirts of the Windmill city,
when the animal rushed headlong into
a barbed wire fence. When the dust
had cleared away young McCaffrey
had a broken collar bone and a few
other minor injuries. The young man
Is on the mend, however, and will be
ns good as new within a veek or ten
days.
Two deaths, fifty freight cars altch-eand traffic of all kinds held up for
about ten hours, were the results of
a head-ocollision of two freight
d

n

trains on the Southern Pacific a short
distance west of Yuma Tuesday morning at 3 o'clock, says the Tucson Citizen of the 27th. The men killed were
tramps who were stealing rides on the
trains. The engineers and firemen on
both trains saved themselves by Jumping. None of the trainmen were Injured. From outside sources it was
learned that the men, whose names are
as yet unknown to the authorities,
were killed. They are eaid to have
been stealing a ride over the road. The
cause of the accident is said to be
due to the fact that the operator at
Yuma failed to receive certain orders;
according to his statement, but Just
where the blame rests has not yet
been disclosed.
A roundup of alleged
railroad
thieves was made at Pueblo, Colo.,
Tuesday morning when Special Agents
F. J. Cox, R. J. Shores, Joan Grome
and Arthur G. Huff arrested thirty
Italians who are charged with stealing
materials from the Missouri Pacific
Railroad company, which aggregate in
value $2,000. The robberies have ah
occurred within sixty days, and In
clude every known article on the railroad. Dining cars had been broken
open as well as the machine shops
Much property was recovered, consisting of silverware, blankets, lanterns
and valuable tools. It is the biggest
roundup of alleged railroad thieves
ever made at one time in that city.
The directors of the Kansas City
Terminal Railway company, the corporation that is to build and operate
the new $20,000,000 union passenger
"station and freight terminals in Kan
sas City, brushed aside all remaining
clouds hanging over that project at a
meeting in the offices of President
Winchell of the Rock Island road in
Chicago, by accepting the ordinance
ratified by popular vote at a special
election in Kansas City, September 9.
This action by the directors . is "believed to make a certainty that dirt will
be flying on the project within sixty
days, and sooner if the necessary details of acquiring about $2,000,000
worth of property in the vicinity of the

SUFFERING ENDED
Murphey Sells the Remedy That
Cured Stomach Trouble of 14
Years

E. G.

And best of all E. G. Murphey guarantees it to cure you or money back,
Read this:
"I have been a

1

i

great sufferer

fori 14

years, everything I ate gave me heartburns. I have never been able to get
anything that would give me any relief until a friend of mine insisted
on my taking
I took a 50
cent box and I believe I am entirely
well." F. M. Bryant, Newman, Ga.,
j
June 5th.
a
is not & nostrum; it is the
prescription of a celebrated physician
who Is a specialist in stomach dis'
eases.
11
a
One clever woman calls
the Sunshine Prescription because it
changed her from a miserable, nervous dyspeptic Into a bright, healthy,
happy woman in a few weeks.
These little
tablets are
surely wonder workers. They abso
lutely cure (Indigestion whether acute
or chronic.
They stop belching, gas in stomach.
and heaviness, in a few minutes. Dis
tress after eating vanishes as if by
a
magic when one or two little
tablets are swallowed.
Only, 50 cents a box at leading
druggists everywhere, and in East
Las Vegas by E. G. Murphey. Test
Bufsample free from Booth's
.
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Cures 'catarrh or money back. Just
breathe it in. Complete outfit, including
inhaler $1. Extra bottles 50a Druggists.
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Knit

Garments
are very comfortable

these

if
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cool

mornings and Sweaters are much in
demand.
popular garments have
never been neater, . more attractive
,

it

.

mWA

"4
i

than this season.
We carry a large line including
desirable colors and color combinations, ranging in length from
from $3.00 to $10.00. .
We also have a nice line of Misses Sweaters.

all5
es

to 42 inches',

Prices

KNIT SKIRTS
Close 'fitting, warm and comfortable, knit skirts are the most desirable undergarments.
They come in a large variety of staple colors, and white, in several diferent weights and at
'
prices which make them especially desirable.

CHlldrett's Dresses

Can now be had for less than you can make. Rendy made dresses have a style and finish which can never
be attained in the home-mad- e
garment. Then you save all the trouble and worry of making. Children's
ready-to-wegarments of today are made with aa great care, in both fit and workmanship, as are the ladies'
garments. They fit welL are neat and dressy and above all, wear well. Then, Why make them?
We carry a large and complete line of these garments, in all sizes from 8 to 14 years.
They come in a large variety of materials, such as Percale, Gingham, Chambray, Galatea, Poplin and
Fancy Worsteds and almost any style you may wish from the perfectly plain little dress at 65o to the elabor-atel- y
trimmed garment at S7.50.
.

v

Ladles'
Tailored Suits

A Suit of good quality Broadcloth,
skirt in new 'side pleated panel effect
coat trimmed in buttons and
braid, satin lined, comes in black and
h

:. $17.50

colors,

A nobby Suit of striped Suiting
Tricot Suiting or Broadcloth having a
coat trimmed
plaited skirt and
with buttons and braid, some with
Silk or Satin collars, satin
lined, ..... $22.50
h

Suit in Fancy Suiting, Serge
or Broadcloth, skirts with side plaited
coats, either semi or
panels,
tight fitting, trimmed with buttons
and braid, with velvet or silk
A stylish

42-in-

collars,
A very

$25.00

pretty Suit made from Fancy

or Broadcloth, side pleated
coat either semi or tight
fitting, velvet collar, satin lined, $27.50

Suiting

skirts,

Ladies'
Separate Skirts
A neatly made Skirt of good
quality
of Panama, trimmed with buttons, has
fold arround bottom, in black, brown
and navy,
js.so
A very dressy Skirt made from
Panama or Sicilian, trimmed with
Taffeta bands and jet ' buttons and
pleated in pebel effects, in black,
brown and navy,
$6.50
,

A pretty Skirt made from Panama
or Serge in a new plaited model, trimmed with jet bnttons others, plain,
eleven gored, trimmed with buttons to
match, black and colors,
..$7.50

A very popular Skirt, made from
Panama, Sicilian or Chevron Suiting,
plaited models trimmed with buttons
and bias bands, ..
f 10.50
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of that acreage, br 30,000,- -'
PINCHOT JOYFUL;
arable.
When every ALL YOUH STOMACH
acre of arable land possible of lrri- ' gation has been reclaimed, there
TROUBLE VANISHES
MOST IMPORTANT
will be at least 20,000,000 acres which
ON
WAY
RACK
If made productive
must be cultivated by dry farming methods.
Every year regularly more than a
experiments conducted, ac- million stomach sufferers in the UniTO WASHINGTON
QUESTION OF DAY tual"From
cultivation carried on and ob- ted States, England and Canada take
servations made in many sections of Pape's Dlapepsin and realize not only
the state, it is confidently believed immediate but lasting relief.
BY
PRESENT GENERATION
FACES that this area of 20,000,000 acres can
This harmless preparation will di APPROPRIATION PROMISED
If one-hal-f gest anything you eat and overcome
be successfully dry farmed.
PRESIDENT TAFT ASSURES
PROBLEM OF CULTIVATING
of that acreage were cultivated a sour, gassy or
stomach
FURTHERANCE OF PLANS
LAND IN WEST
each year to wheat and produced 20 five minutes
afterwards.
bushels an acre, an aggregate of
If your meals don't fit comfortably,
200,000,000 bushels would be the re- or what you eat lays like a lump of
ABOUT
20
An
MEANS
BALLIN.GER
bushels per
.estimate of
MORE PROSPERITY sult.
or if you have
acre seems conservative when note lead in your stomach,
of
a
is
that
indiges
sign
heartburn,
Is taken of the fact that an average of
tion.
Government Forester Will at Once
Governor Edwin L. Norrls of Mont- 30 bushels an acre has been obtained
Get from your pharmacist a
from the lands heretofore dry farmed.
s
ana
ia&e
case
Map Out Additional Work for Imoi
rape
President
of
mapepsin
ana,
Dry Farming
"Montana possesses less than
as you can. provement of National Reserves
of the lands situated in the a dose just as nosoon
Congress, Tells What Success , of
sour risings, no
west which can be culti- There will be
Lack of Funds Heretofore Has
This Great Movement Will Mean to semi-ari- d
vated successfully by dry farming' belching of undigested food mixed
Been a Serious Handicap.
heartor
and
the
no
stomach
gas
Country
s
People.
of the area with acid,
methods. The
situated in the other states will, on burn, fullness or heavy feeling in the
headChicago, Oct. 1. Gifford Plnchot,
the average, produce-aabundantly as stomach, nausea, debilitating
"'Dry farming Is a big question
dizziness or intestinal griping. satisfied with what has
aches,
Montana.
in
the
happened
one of the biggest the present genera
"If all the arable lands In the This will all go, and besides, there
tion will be called upon to consider, United States were cultivated to will be no sour food left over In the within the last two two months with
It means an Increased prosperity to wheat, there would be a production of stomach to poison your breath with regard to himself, the reclamation
bureau of the government and forest
arid regions, rural homes for those 2,000,000,000 bushels annually. I am nauseous' odors.
cure ry affairs in
reIn congested centers, occupation for confident that when the demand so- - Pape's Diapepsln is a certain
general, was in Chlca
for
It, the larger portion of the
stomachs, because it
the unemployed, food for the hungry. quires
called dry land will be made produc- takes hold of your food and digests t0
ready ,t0 make practlcal uae
It means wealth and happiness for tive. . There are extensive areas of it just the same as if your stomach of get
tne gernment aDDrooriatlon
'
now
and
millions
thousands
yet dry land in other counties that will wasn't there.
living
which President Tatt has
to
'
' unborn."
Relief in five minutes from all stom- his Bpecial field of federalpromised
produce under like cultivation.
service.
was
statement
This
significant
"It is said that there will be har ach misery is waiting for you at any Mr. Pinchot has
plans for the bet
made by Governor Edwin L. Norris vested this year a bumper wheat crop
store.
terment of his department,' which he
of Montana, president of the Dry estimated at 700,000,000 bushels. Last drug
cases contain declared are about
These large
to be developed
Farming congress, during an address year there was a foreign demand for more than sufficient to thoroughly to a
high degree of practical useful
before the National Irrigation con- 120,000,000 bushels, and a home de cure almost any case of dyspepsia,
ness.. With what he considers the
gress at Spokane in which the gov- mand for 620 million bushels, or a
or any other stomach dis- approbation of President
Taft, the
ernor extended - an official invitation total of 40,000,000 bushels in excess of indigestion
government's chief forester is. headed
to those present at that convention to the estimated production of this year. order.
for Washington to resume the task
attend the Fourth Dry Farming con- The figures last given demonstrate
which was temporarily interrupted
gress at Billings, Montana, October that the production of wheat does not
J6-21909. In the course of his ad- supply the home and foreign demands.
by the near controversy between him
self and Secretary of the Interior Bal- dress Governor Norrls said:
In other words there is a present marABSOBBLETS
"I am not unmindful of the fact ket for more wheat than is produced.
llnger.
Mute About Balllnger
that to those not familiar with con"It is a well known fact that the
ditions in the semi-ariwest, it may population is rapidly increasing and
Mr. Plnchot kept mum regarding
appear that dry farming Is entirely for- that both the home and foreign de
Secretary Balllnger. He had no comeign to the subjects under considera- mands become larger each year. The
ment to make upon the recent dis
The Man Yes, it's a pretty hat.
tion here. Such, however, is not the time when the question of feeding the
The Lady I bought it on your ac- pute. His general trend of thought
fact. Dry farming Is becoming one of multitude will be of serious moment
appeared to be that the net result
the most important and far reaching does not seem far away. At no count.
of the alleged controversy had been
do.
Man
The
Yes;
you
generally
questions the west will be called upon distant date the demand will be
altogether in favor of the plans' for
to consider. Familiarity with condi- greater than the production which
which he has stood ever since Presitions brings the conviction that irriga- can come from the irrigated land3 of
Reformer I wish I could do some dent Roosevelt deputed him as the of
tion and dry farming will be twln fac- - the semi-ariregions and the naturaltors In promoting development In aa ly watered land in the rain belt. thing to make people take my advice. ficial caretaker of the forestry de
Friend Try engraving it on the partment of the United States govern
sections where the natural rainfall Is If this demand is supplied, then the
handle
of your umbrella. Boston ment.
not sufficient to produce crops.
to
come
must
it
production
supply
While he was in Chicago Mr. Pln
t
Transcript.
"It Is not my purpose to minimize from the dry farmed lands.
chot had a long talk with Walter L.
the importance of irrigation. I would "Other crops of value can be prorather exalt its Importance and an- duced as successfully and profitably "The Bible says, 'Take no thought Fisher. Mr. Flshen Is the president
of the Conservation League of Ameri
nounce myself as most willing to aid as wheat under like conditions. Dry ior the future.
and assist In its extension in every farming Is therefore no unimportant
"That's all right in theory, but I al ca and is quite as anxious that the
way at my. command. I fully realize question. It is a big question one of ways buy a return trip ticket when natural resources be conserved as
that irrigated lands do now and will the biggest the present generation I go to the races." Houston Post. anybody else. Mr. Fisher kept Presi
dent Taft away from the Hamilton
ever produce the surest and most will be called upon to consider.
It
club's banquet for a half hour on
The irrigation, means an Increased prosperity to arid
profitable results.
loves
me
Fred
I'm
Mary
positive
therefore, of every acre of land pos- regions, rural homes for those In and intends to make me his wife.
September 16 while he and the presisible should be encouraged, and state congested centers, occupation for the
dent discussed the condition of af
has
Helen
proposed yet?
Why?
to reclamation unemployed, food for the hungry. It
and national aid
No. But he dislikes mother fairs.
May
should be freely given. The amount means wealth and happiness for thou- more
Mr. Plnchot said that the promise
every time he ses her. Jugend of President
of land which may be irrigated Is, sands now living, and millions yet unTaft that there would be
a substantial appropriation
however, limited by the water sup- born."
for the
do
on
out
the
you always go
"Why
reclamation.
ply and the cost of
conduct of the work under his
proper
I
when
John?
begin to sing,
of the Population of The U. S. balcony
When every second foot of water has 50
direction augured a bright future for
been appropriated and, applied to live in rural districts remote from Can't you bear to listen to me?"
tue plans which he has in process.
"It lsn t that, but I don't want the
land that will justify the cost of
physicians or
Plans Active Campaign
stores, and they neighbors to
think that I'm a wife-and performs thereon the hlgh- - are obliged to drug
depend
upon
proprieThe forester declared that he pur
Kansas
beater."
Jurnal.
at possible duty, there will remain tary .medicines to a
City
-- ;,
very great extent.
'
poses a militant spirit iijt his farther
millions of acres of land whicb, under
To the women in these homes such
endeavors and with the backing of
Patience
is
like conditions, would be as productive standard remedies as
very
Peggy
happy.
Lydia E. Pink-hamSuch lands
Patrice She's engaged, isn't she? President Taft and a substantial ap
as the lands reclaimed.
come
as
Compound
Patience Yes, and the man she's propriation, he believes that great
have heretofore been, and are now a boon Vegetable
Records show
and, a
to is cross-eye- d
and he's good can be accomplished. He bechiefly used for the grazing of live that it has blessing.
engaged
stock. This is not unimportant, but these dread cured more women of looking at her all the time and no lieved that the lack of funds had prefeminine ills than any one can
the function thus performed Is not a Other
tell it but herself. Yonkers vented substantial progress along the
remedy.
lines which had been . indicated by
tithe of that which may be performed
Statesman.
President Roosevelt.
under different conditions.
Nevertheless
"The limit of production will be The landlady goes to extremes
"I won't wash my lace!" said Dolly there had been no backward stop,
when
she
feeds
her
boarders
head
ne oeciarea, and material progress
reached at no distant date if cultivadefiantly.
tion Is confined to lands watered by cheese and pigs' feet.
had been noted in caring for the for
her
"Naughty,
reproved
naughty,"
irrigation, or natural rain fall. The
grandmother. "When I was a little ests of the west and in paving the
thinking mind of man, spurred on no What Shall We Have For Dessert? girl I always washed my face."
way for greater things should the
doubt, by anticipated necessity, has
JELLrO, the dainty, appetizing,
money be at hand.
Try
and
look
at
It!"
"Yes,
Everybody's
discovered a means whereby these economical
Can
be
.dessert
Magazine.
prepared
grazing lands may be made to proNever Worry
duce in greater quantities than under instantly simply add boiling water
should think it would be a sim- about a
natural conditions. It has been dem- and serve when cool. Flavored just "I matter
cough there's no need of
to
a
woman
to
induce
ple
get
onstrated that the soil, when properly right;, sweetened Just
treat it at its first
right; perfect ready in time to attend an evening worry if you will Ballard's
Horehound
prepared and cultivated, will absorb in every way. A 10c
appearance with
package makes performance."
and hold moisture. The preparation
Syrup. It will stop the cough at once
"What's your scheme?"
and cultivation of the soil so that it enough dessert for a large family.
and put your lungs and throat back
"Ask her to go to the matinee."
will gather and retain sufficient rain- All grocers sell it. Don't accept subinto perfectly healthy condition. Sold
Kansas
Journal.
City
is
to
fall
dry farming, stitutes. JELL-produce crops,
with all
by Center Block Depot Drug Co.
or, more properly designated, scien- Pure Food Laws. complies
7 flavors:
Lemon,
On
notice
a
board
the
of
church
In other words, the
tific farming.
SPECIAL MASTER'S NOTICE
soil is converted into a storage reser- Orange, Raspberry, Strawberry, Choc near Manchester the other day the
Whereas in that certain action
voir for the moisture which supports olate, Cherry, Peach.
following announcements
appeared
together: A potato, pie supper will pending in District Court of San
plant life during the season when prebe held on Saturday evening. Sub- Miguel County, wherein the Town of
cipitation is not sufficient
easier to originate an Idea than
"Dry farming Is not a theory; it it It's
ject for Sunday evening, "A Night of Las Vegas, New Mexico, is plaintiff,
is
a
to
in
Interested
get
capitalist
and Byron T. Mills and ethers are
is an accomplished fact. There is a
Agony." Manchester Guardian.
vast area of arable land which can it.
f
defendants, such cause being No. 6545,
not be reclaimed and situated where
Helen Of course, he clasped you in on docket of said court, paid action
the rainfall is not sufficient to make Fall colds are quickly cured by Fo- his arms when the boat upset?
being to foreclose certain claims
it productive. Consider for a mo ley's Honey and Tar, the great throat Hazel No; just the opposite.
of lien for street grading, the
ment what the cultivation of this land and lung remedy. The genuine con
said plaintiff on the 25th of SeptemHelen
do
the
Just
What
opposite?
tains no harmful drugs. O. G. Schae- will mean to future production.
ber, 1909, obtained a decree wherein
you mean?
"Permit me to give a few figures fer and Red Cross Drug Co.
was provided that
Hazel Why, the boat upset when it
undersigned
" the
.
1
t n
to make more clear the idea I am try
he clasped me in his arms. Roches- Hiiouiu
proceea 10 sen ' iu iireuiioco
much
In
isn't
There
satisfaction
are
in
Montana
There
ing to convey.
the
to
make
described
hereinafter
ter
Democrat
and
Chronicle.
'
"approximately 93,000,000 acres of land, figuring why the other chap beat you.
several sums set opposite the several
V"
Tis at the beach; she looks demure, parcels contained in said description
and Interest on each of said sums
He wants a kiss, but Isn't sure
Just what the girl will have to say. mentioned at the rate of 8 per cent
At last he steals one anyway.
per annum, from September 19th, 1908,
The damsel turns; the lad, with fears, and the costs of this action proporAwaits reproaches, maybe tears.
tionately.
Now therefore, notice is hereby
'
She doesn't to her mother go,
that on the 29th day of Novem
But
was
slow.
he
given
that
says
simply
If aa old sore existed simply because the flesh was diseased at that
1909, at 10 o'clock a. m., at the
Kansas
ber,
Journal.
City
.
particular spot, it would be an easy matter to apply some remedy directly
east front door of the court house,
to the place that would kill the germs; or the diseased flesh might be A chocolate
and
County of San Miguel, Territory of
his
darkey
"yaller"
removed by a surgical operation and a cure effected. But the very fact
New Mexico, the undersigned, as spewere
girl
walking
along together.
that old sores resist every form of local or external treatment, and even
"I'se skeered mos' to def, Rastus." cial master, will expose for sale, to
return after being cut away, shows that back of them is a morbid causa
'What am yo' skeered ob, woman?" the highest bidder for cash, the folwhich must be removed before a cure can result.
Just as long as the
"I'se skeered yo'se gwinq to kiss lowing described, property, lying, becontinues
in
the
ulcer
an
the
remains
pollution
blood,
open cesspool for the me."
ing and situate in Porter and Mills
,
of
off.
circulation
which
S.
S.
S.
the
throws
cures
Old
Sores
deposit
impurities
addition to Las Vegas, New Mexico,
a
kin
"How
I
kiss
I'se
when
got
yo'
removes
blood.
trace
of
the
It
every
by purifying
impurity and taint from bucket on ma haltl, a wash pot in one
the circulation, and thus completely does away with, the cause.
When
Lot five (5) in block sixty (60) in
8. S. S. has cleansed the blood, the sore begins to heal, and it Is not a han' an' a turkey gobbler ia de udsaid Addition, $55.40.
Burface cure, but the healing process begins at the bottom; soon the dis- der?"
Lots eleven (11) and twelve (12)
"Oh, well, yo' fool, I wuz thinkin'
charge ceases, the inflammation leaves, and the place fills in with firm,
(59) in said Addihealthy flesh. Under the purifying and tonio effects of S. S. S. the system yo' could set de bucket of watah on In block fifty-nin- e
Is built up, and those whose health has been impaired by the drain and de groun', put de turkey down on' turn tion, $70.90.
Lot two (2) in block seventy-thre- e
worry of an old sore will be doubly benefited by its use. Book on Sores de wash pot ovah him, den set me on
and Ulcers and any medical advice free to all who write.
de wash pot, frow yo ahms around (73) in said Addition, $12.40.
Lot one (1) in block sixty (60) in
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. me an' des hep yo'sef." Everybody's
HW. said Addition $62.80.
Magazine.
At said sale the special master
will sell each of said parcels of land
separately to satisfy the sums set
opposite said lots, and will deliver
to the purchaser or- purchasers of
said parcels of land, good and sufficient deed therefor.
GEO. H. HUNKER.
'
Special Master.
for all stomach troubles- - indigestion, dyspepsia, heartburn, gas in the stomach, bad
One-thir-

DRY FARMING IS

THREE

1909

1,

d

NEW MEXICO'S

000 acres is

Largest Wholesale lionsc
CHARLES ILFELD

INCORPORATED 1906
WHOLESALE

com

Distributing Agents of
Jno. Deere

till

!
I-

!

it
J

IMPLEMENTS
McCormio
Deering
Champion

50-ce-

one-tent-

MACHINERY

h

Moline
Studebaker

WAGONS

VEHICLES

American
Elwood

nine-tenth-

STOCK FENCE

s

Genuine Glidden

one-tent- h

BARB WIRE
LAS VEGAS, N. M. SANTA ROSA, ,N. M.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Wholesalers of
General VIeioti&inciie

-

Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.

d

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

.

Tit-Bit- s.

d

anil CO.

GROSS, KELLY
(Incorporated)

WHOLESALE MEHGHAtiTS
and Dealers In

WOOL, HIDES pnd PELTS
House mt .
East las Vega; M.M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tuoumoarl,
Mm Mm,
Peoos, Mm M., Logan, Mm Mm, Trinidad, Colorado
BAIN WAGONS,

the Bos Farm Wagon mada

RACINE -- SATTLEY CO., Vehloias
NAVAJO BLANKETS

recla-matip-

,

--

Retail Prices:

's

or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
lbs., to 2,000 !bs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ibsi
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.

1,000 lbs.,
1,000

PURA COMPANY

AQUA

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
jurity and lasting qualities of which have made Las Vega
701

famous.

Office:

Douglas avenue.

.

1

1

1

1

1

Browne & laiizaoares Co.
WHOLESALE GROCERS
'

A1

OLD SORES

to-wi-t:

III

WMM

and habitual constipation. Pleasant to take.
beadacbc,torpidliver,biliousness
breath, sickFOR
8 ALE BY O. G. 8CHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG COMPANY.

v..

.9

Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.
Grain Sacks, Hay, Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.
,

CURES

o

Saeda and Saadara

Headquarters in the Territory for

Pj

Agricultural Ihplemehts

FULL

LINE

0F MEXICAN

MULE

SMP

Bar
Opera
nothing Bist
Pnbat'G Draught

-

L. C. 1LFELD,

Attorney for plaintiff, Las Vegas,

N. M.

on Tap
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TIME

A Reminder
If anticipating buying1 avgift of Silver, Cut Glass, China or
Jewelry, remember we carry only the BEST.
J

'

..
HUGHIE JENNINGS' FAST BUNCH
OF BALL PLAYERS TO MEET

'

Entered at the Postoftfce, at East
mib ,yegas, n. m., as second-clas- s

OCTOBER

FRIDAY,

a

TIGERS

DETROIT

EGAS DAILY OPTIC,

f--

Pickard's China, Hawkes Cut Glass etc.
Take advantage, oi our 1909 CASH DISCOUNT offer.
saves you ten PER CENT on your purchase i .

'

PIRATES

,

PHILADELPHIA

WEAK

IS

H.

Down by
Quaker City Bunch Fall
In
Game
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Losing Double Header
Critical Series With Chicago, BlastDally.
rer xear by Carrier
....$7.00 ing Its Hopes as Champion of
Per Month by Carrier
American League.
65
weeK oy
'

Carrier...........

,

ij

palatable and wholesome.
Ingredients found in tho
low-pric-

baking

ed

pow-

ders are deleterious. The
active principle i a nun
eral acid derived from sul.
phuric acid, oil of vitriol.

nlTil'rt tm

rim

if

lmir

iniilMll'ilMifliii'Bii

iH i rtWiMMiilMI

No Lime Phosphates

.

--

National League

First game

of pharmacy will be held at Carlsbad
on October 7th and 8th., Clovis October 11th and at Albuquerque October
13th. E. G. Murphey of this city, is
president of the board, and A. J. Fischer, of Santa Fe, secretary. Candi-

dates for examination must report for
examination on one of the dates
named and at the places named.. .
,

THE

.

Underwear

European physician, the dead
railroad magnate was suffering with a
spinal disease known as chronic sponnd
dylitis at the time of his death,
that his stomach trouble was a mere
secondary complaint. This diagnosis
is said to have been confirmed by an
examination. Later the stom
ach trouble developed into Carcinoma
or cancer.
X-R-

Walter Alarcotte, who for years has
been a faithful and polite Optic car
rier boy, scarcely ever missing a sub.
Bcriber when it could have been helped
by any endeavor on his part, is now em
ployed in the Cehter Block pharmacy,
learning to be a druggist. He will no
doubt fit a prescription case nicely
and compound a prescription carefully
and accurately enough after he gets
a little older and has a little more experience.

Cape Gloves, silk lined $2.00. Come in and see the big display.
You may want something good at not over $1 98; we have it.
Cassimere Pants in sizes for all comers, $1.98.

Pure Worsted Pants, $6.00.
Roelofs Hats, the best stiff hat in town, from $3.50 to
Willson Bros. Shirts, $1.25 to $1.75.

615

Wear Well

- Misses'

OF QUALITY"

N.M.

Children's Underwear

splendid value, $2.50.

.

All wool

4Staley" Underwear for

Women's fleeced Union Suits in white or cream, extra
quality, sizes 4 to 9. Prices, f 1 .25 and $1.50 Suit.
Women's all wool light weight Union Suit, cream, very
suitable for early Fall wear, all sizes, $1.75 Suit.
Women's White Merino Union Suits, good heavy weight,

white, $2.75.

,

ifc

and Children's

Sweater

Coats, red and gray, blue vend gray,
all red, some with pockets, $1.00,
t
1.50, 2.00, and 2.50.

Cooper ribbed Egyptian cotton, spring "needle; elastic
heavy winter garment, reinforced, $1.25 garment.
A superior weight wool garment, flat, splendid
article, $1.00 garment.

,

--

.'.'.7.

'''.Xtrrt

and 2.00.

All kinds
;

at

75c; $1.00.

ii25,'2.50, SOtT
i

i,

'v

fief

'

fiiiT

Fine Combinatioh Coats, $3.50, 4.00; Auto Coats,
Sweater Vests, $3.50, red and brown.

gar- -

ment, $1.25.

AtV

Lamb wool fleeced Underwear, good' and
b!
strong, $1.00 garment,

.

Men's Sweater Coats

Children's Undewear

A medium weight wool, worsted, a nice soft

Sweater Coats, gray

Boys'

'

:

No. 144 All wool natural, flat, ankles and cuffs ribbed.
Shirts are long, ample; Drawers cut to fit.
Price, $1.50 garment.
No. 76 A natural wool ribbed garment, at $1.50 garment
No. 65 A fine Australian wool natural, soft, or smooth a
very fine garment. As rule this garment brings
$3.00. Our price, $2.50.
Wool and Silk very fine blue and white, a beautiful gar--'
ment; warm but not heavy, usual price $3.00
Our price, $2.00.
.

Misses'

to 9, $2.50 Suit.
Women's Silk and Wool Union Suits, at $2.50.
Garments in white and cream, cotton
Women's
.
flleeced, complete line of sizes.
Prices, 25c, 35c, 50c, 65c, 75c; per garment.
Women's light weight, all wool garments in cream
extra good value, $1.00 per garment.
Women's medium' weight Merino, cream, all sizes, $1.25
and $1.50 per garment.
Women's silk and wool Garments, extra good quality at
$2.00 and $2.50 per garment.

Two-piec-

Two-piec-

.

Women's Sweater Vests, blackand

5

i

e
Underwear, made in South
Bend, Ind. We have tried all kinds of
Underwear find from experience that
the "Staley" line is the best of all wool
Underwear at the price:

,

styles, different color combinationsi
2.00, 2.50, 3.50, ;4.00 and $5.00

fine

e
Garments, a complete line of Ausfralian wddl,
all sizes, at 45cj, 65t75c and
steam. shrunk, natural color,
'
'
'90c per garment'.'
irv

Men.

Sweater Coats

We describe some of the popular numbers:
Women's Union Suits in white cotton fleeced, good heavy
weight, all sizes, from 4 to 9 at 75c Suit.

Union

weight

We carry these garments in stout
sizes for corpulent men.

Children's and Misses' all wool Union Suits in cream only, $1.50
Suit.

For The Whole Family.

medium

Suit, $3.00.

$1.65

turned out.

and Children's

V "Superior" Union Suits, best made garments we have
ever handled; they fit and wear well.
Ecru Union Suits, ribbed cuffs and
ankles, all sizes, at $1.25.
All wool, heavy ribbed, natural, a

BoysVUrderweeL.r

For Children the Haward Mills Brand offers the best
proportioned and most comfortable garments that can be

Express Co., E. Las Vegas, N. M.
. of town trade by mail.

Men's Underwear

,

We bought a lot of Wright's Health Underwear a at low price. This
Underwear usually sells for $1.00 garment. We offer it at 65c a
,;
garment, all sizes.

to

o

Headwear

Cotton fleeced in gray or cream; sizes 4 to 14 years, at 65c and
'
75c Suit.

The materials must be of the best. All these points of
excellence are found in this well known brand. No other
make equals it in the variety of shapes and fabrics for stout,
"
medium and slender forms.

Wells-Farg-

While Mr. Bacharach was East he bought a lot of salesmen's samples in Children's and Misses' Hats and Caps;
fancy and plain these are very desirable goods. We place
them on sale at whole sale prices.

Children's Union Suits

Wash Well
'
Look Well

Lincoln Ave. next to

We satisfy out

Boys' wool ribbed, at 75c; Boys' cotton ribbed, at 35c and 50c;
Boys' Union Suits, at 75c; all wool $1.25.

Must Fit Well

5.00.

J. A. Taichert,

.

,

Wool

Neckwear, 25c, 50c, 75o and $1 00.
The latest and most exclusive line of Vestings in town, $1.75 co $.00.
We only,8ell good shoes, because they're cheap. And cheap only because they're good and Goodyear welts, $3.50 to $5.00 a new pair or your
money back.

M

20c, 25c, 35c, 50c, and 65c.

Buy your Winter's supply ia'this brand if you want
satisfactory Underwear. An honest reputation is gained
only by having: real Merit.

"

Vienna, Oct. 1. According to Prof.
Von Strumpell, the late E. H. Harri-man'- s

Extra heavy fleeced garments in cream only; sizes 3 to 14 years, at
25c, 35c, 50c, 65c and 75c garment.
Gray cotton fleeced, strong and durable, washes well, all sizes,

For Women and Children

J

HARROVIAN'S MALADY

i

E. Las Vegas.

Years of Accumulated Experience Add Their
Value to

Underwear of Merit

STORE

PI

K

ce

.Finished

territorial board

A meeting of the

Jvist Irv by Express

HaLwacrd Mills

ANOTHER VERSION OF
R. H. E.

200 000 0002 '5 0
Pittsburg
100 031 0016 12 1
New York
Willis, Leever and Gibson; Simon,
Klawatter and A. Wilson.
R. H. E.
Second game
.110 103 12x 9 13 0
Pittsburg
000 001 0001 7 3
New York
Frock and Gibson; Daly and A. Wilson.
R. H. E.
Score
110 000 0114 10 0
Boston
000 100 0102 6 5
St. Louis
Mattern and
Raleigh and Buss;
Rairden.

A new lot of Women's and Misses' Tailored Suits and
Dresses. A very fine lot. vYou ought to see them
before buying elsewhere.
,
one-pie-

We have been looking for you for some time. The finest and most exclusive
Stock of Men's Clothes ever shown, IS READY FOR YOU. Popular
styles and prices will stay popular.
Better see what S15.00 will do it's a price at which we make a special
feature of unusual value. All wool pure Worsteds latest Suit
115.00
,
patterns,
HERE you'll find a great stock of Men's Gloves, the bigest stock in
Vegas, for every day and special oooassion.
We offer to you a special
Glove, tan cape for $1.50, you can't duplicate no place less than $2.00
Arabian Mochas in gray, brown and wine,' silk lined or without, $ 1.75
Snede Gloves silk lined or without, $1.25
'

j

cor-dial- y

606 Douglas Avenue

Don't You Think It's About
Time to Look Up the Question of Your New Fall and
Winter Clothes?

pastry, light, flaky biscuit,

$2.oo

r,

Jeweler and Optician.

TAUPERT,

Fifty Years the Staaplanj.
Makes .finest cake and

.20

Boston, Oct. 1. The fight for the.
American league pennant Is over. DeSix Months
loo troit has won again, making three
straight championships and a record
the league. The champions lost
for
LOCAL NEWS
their game here yesterday, 9 to 7, but
as Philadelphia lost twice to Chicago,
Sealed proposals for the erection of Detroit is certain of the flag.
a new dormitory will likely be opened
Detroit started the season well and
by the board of regents of Normal
remained at the top for weeks mainly
tnis
university
evening.
through the remarkable work of its
came toward the
.
The quail season opened today and pitchers.of A set back
the season, however, and at
Will continue till the end of tha rear. middle
time the champions dropped as
the limit prescribed by law Is thirty one
low as third place. They did not stay
Dims in possession at one time.
there long, bracing up considerably
.
and
Philadelphia and Boston,
A. new daughter was born to Mr who passing
were m nrst ana eecona piace,
and Mrs. Carlos Rivera yesterday respectively. A long series at home
morning. The father is employed as again gave the pennant winners a
a bookkeeper at the store of Appel good lead before they made their sec
uruwers.
ond eastern trip.- They had to make
a hard fight, and up to the last week
All those who have been asked to the result was in doubt.
be In the caste, or who wish to take
R. H. E.
Score
..022 300 0007 12 2
part In the home talent performance Detroit
. for the
330 000 03x 9 12 3
benefit of Hlllslte park, are Boston
Schmidt;
Mullln, Wilhelm and
requested to meet tonight at the Y.
M. C. A. building for the first re- - Wood, Hall and Donahue.
uearsai.
American League
Services will be held at Temple
New York, Oct 1. James R.
Montefiore at 8 o'clock this evening
manager of the St. Louis Amerand tomorrow morning preceding Sab- ican league baseball club, has signed a
bath school at ten o'clock. Rabbi J. contract to manage the Washington
S. Raisin will officiate. The subject American League team next year at a
of the sermon for tonight Is the "Hudson-- salary of $10,000.
Fulton
Exposition." All are
Invited to attend.
R. H. E.
First game
Philadelphia ....000 000 120 3 7 3
J. C. Denison, a former dealer in Chicago
...000 110 4118 9 3
hay and grain near the river bridge,
Dygert and Lapp; Scott and Payne,
who left here overland for Oceola,
R. H. E.
Second game
Mo., the first of last month, accom- Philadelphia ....002 002 0004 6 2
004 000 1106 12 3
panied by Mrs. Denison and their Chicago
daughter, has been heard from near
Krauz, Coombs and Lapp; Burns
Wichita, Kansas. He writes that they and Owens.
reached that point without accident
R. H. E.
Score
worthy of note, finding light corn St. Louis
000 000 2024 11 2
crops on the way and receiving the New York '.,....000 012 010 4 9 1
first visit from Jack Frost on the
Bailey, Killifer and Stephens;
night of the 27th ult.
and Blair.

J.

E. Las Vegas, N. M.

Weekly

vne year

It

;

matter.

rw

Gorham Silver

A
heavy cotton in ecru, very strong and desirable, reinforced at vital
points, 75c.
'
two-thre-

i

,

:

lft

.';

.A blue; ribbed garment, good and strong, heavy,

50c

i.:L'i

.

$5-0-

'"
. A fleeced cotton garmlnt soft, strong and
'
.1".-r
well made, 50c each.

J'
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I
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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FRIDAY,

of the company residing iu Lag Vegas, reached here, yesterday
from
COOL NIGHTS
Denver. He made the trin overland THESE
in a new Chalmers-Detroi- t
automobUe
which was purchased by him in. that
'
Remind us that it is now timp
v
'
methods during the
city." '
"
'
drOfa
Dr.
Mitchell
out
Miller
to
'the !jj to get ready ior winter.
many years of our
La Cueva ranch this morning on a
:
fruit deal of some proportions.
dealings have proven
James M. Abercrombie took the road WE ARE SHOEING' A' EiG LINE
the wisdom of tradfor his home and store at Anton
Chico this morning, after having been
ing with us. While
here several days on a sheep deal.
working for a busi
v
While remaining in the city longer
ness we nave been
.,
thisr trip than) had been the case before in many years, yet he was enworking for a repu-- a
abled to hold daily converse with
tfltinn- - wo Vinva en in- members of his family over the tele,
phone line which was recently coned it and it will be
structed to his Guadalupe county town.
Base-Burne- rs
upheld. Every deal
Mrs. H. Q. Coors is due to reach
home
a
this
from
to
visit
her
is
satisfacwith us
a
evening
son, H. G. Coors, jr., at Clovis and " a
$1.50
tory deal we guabrother, Philip Seewald and family, at
tb'seVonr
SUttE
She
rantee that.
is accompanied
BE
line before purAmarillo, Texas.'
on the trip by her little daughter, chasing elsewhere. ,
Dorothy.
NO EXTRA' tSHARGE to set up
DRUG CO.
Rodney Finch arrived here from Stoves bought from us. .
,
Denver last evening and left this
which
for
the
mines,
3
Main
Republic
morning
Telephone
are being operated near Lucero, Mora
Blankets and Comforts
BRIDGE STREET
county.
Miss Delfina Mares, a typesetter in
in great array
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER the office of La Voz del Pueblo, has
big size,
gone to El Paso to spend the winter $2.48 for an
Silkolene COM.
with friends there.
PERSONALS
FORT, worth $3.50.
Sec Romero returned from the
ranch at Cuervo the first of the week, 50c for the 85c Double Cotton, 4
which time he has been mostly
"
Blankets.
Marcel Vincett Is at the New Optic since
at the local stock yards, looking after
Irom Denver.
a big shipment of the fleecy fellows. 65c for the $1.00 Heavy 10-- 4 Cotton
A. Abraham Is at the La Pension
Macario Leyba is in town today from
Blankets, all colors.
from Denver.
his ranch at Castle Colorado, purJohn L. Zimmerman has been visit- chasing eacks in which to remove his
Only at
ing Santa Pe.
wool clip.
A. J. Rand Is a New Yorker at the
Mrs. Lou Fuller, of Cedarvale, Kans..
'Castaneda today.
Is the guest of her sister, Mrs. A.
Len Moch arrived in town last eve- Hastings, for a few days.
ning from Denver.
Charley Rogers, of the Agua Pura ofN. A. Hordeman came to the city fice, returned yesterday from a trip
from St. Louis last evening.
to Denver and other Colorado resorts,
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
Madame Mace, a clairvoyant, Is at accompanied by Mrs. Rogers and the
the Rawlins house from Chicago.
baby. They had been absent from the
W. C. Mayo is at the Eldorado ho city a fortnight and report an exceedMARKET REPORTS.
tel from Albuquerque; C. P. McNelly ingly pleasant time while on the vacation trip,
from Denver.
Charlie Halnlen, who had been operR. B. Pegram, a commercial trav
St. Louis Wool
eler from Kansas City, is calling on ating a saw mill successfully in the St. Louis, Oct 1. Wool unchanged,
vicinity of Beulah, has gone to Colo- territory western mediums . 2328;
the trade in his line here today.
Attorney M. W. Mills was in town rado to be similarly occupied for an fine mediums 2224; fine 13 19.
from Springer, last evening, leaving indefinite period.
George A. Kaseman, a former depon a night train for the Raton court.
New York Metal Market
Albert Green, a painter who had uty United States marshal, passed
New York, Oct. 1. Lead steady,
been absent in Colorado for a num- through here yesterday for his home 432
copper easy, standfrom a month's trip to ard
silver 51
ber of months, has returned to this in Albuquerque
spot
12501265;
and eastern cities.
city to again work at the brush here. Chicago
Tom L. Turner is a guest at Hotel
' Chicago Provisions Market
Rev. C. J. Dickey, pastor of the
this afternoon from LouisMethodist church at Raton, passed Castaneda
Chicago, Oct. 1. Wheat Dec. 99 8
G. T. Drlnkard from St. Louis;
ville;
Dec.
May 102; corn Oct. 59
through the city yesterday for El L. J. Smith and A. W. Otteretein from
Paso to attend the annual meeting
oats Dec. 38
May
E. P. Burland from Chicago. 56
Denver;
of the New Mexico English mission.
.Pork Oct. 2335; Jan. 1845
Mrs. A. B. Lewis, former bright and 41
Mrs. E. R. Collins, who was for- vivacious Miss Carrie Hume, of this lard Oct. 1217
Jan. 970: ribs Oct.
Jan. 970.
merly Miss Maggie Flint of this city, city, stopped over here this afternoon 1157
has left Boston on a visiting trip on a visit to relatives, en route to her
to the family here. She is stopping home in Kansas City from an extendMoney and Stock Market
off on the way and will not arrive till ed visit to points of Interest in the Pa
New York, Oct. 1. Prime paper
some time next week.
Mexican dollars 43; call
cific northwest, including the Seattle 44
Thomas Bowles, a former member exposition,
Amalgamated
money strong 34
of the firm of Graaf & Bowles, many
N. Y. Cent
Atchison 124
Gordon Raywood reached here this 83
Sou. Pac. ex 'div. 133 8
years ago, was a visitor to Las Vegas afternoon on a visit to his parents 136
steel 92; steel
yesterday. He is now treasurer of from Clovis, where he receives big Union Pacific 208
a live stock and commission company wages as a machinist In the employ of pref. 130
in Kansas City and came here from the Santa Fe Railway company.
3.: R. Fetterman, who has been tak
bnoemaker, to Which town he had
Chicago Live Stock
r
ing in the eights and scenes of the Chicago, Oct.
1. Cattle
15,000
yyihww Mdlort fa business.
W. R. Cole, of the Cole & Work east pretty generally, also vislting his strong, shade higher, beeves 4.10
in Pennsylvania, has returned
Contracting company at the town of parents
8.50; Texas steers $3.855.10; west
Colfax, the families of both members here and on Monday will resume his ern steers $407; stockers ana feed
former position as foreman of the Erb ers
$3.155.25; cows and heifers' $2.10
and Westerman farm on the mesa.
6; calves $79.
Mrs. Mollie F. Schmidt went to
Hogs 10,000 steady to strong, light
Wagon Mound this afternoon on a
$7.558.25; mixed $7.608.40; heavy
business trip.
$7.508.40; rough $7.507.75; good
a cake of
Under a decree of the district court, choice heavy $7.758.40; ulgs $6.40
in
Soap
Special Master George H. Hunker will 7.50; bulk sales $7.958.25.
Sheep 10,00 steady, native $2.606;
tub or wash- make foreclosure sale on certain liens western
on property belonging to Byron T,
$2.755; yearlings $4.50
bowl do you have to Mills, November 29 at the east door 5.60; lambs,
native $4.257.2E; west
of the court house, the liens being for ern $4.507.25.
grope for' it?
street grading which had been legally
Kansas City Live Stock
No!
,
authorized. Following described propKansas City, Oct 1. Cattle 2,000,
In
situate the Mills and Porter ad Including 700 southerns, strong; na
Up, up it comes to the erty
dition, will he sold to the highest tive
steers
$4.6008.20; southern
surface of the water.
bidder: Lot 5, block 60, amount due, steers
$3.254.60; southern cows $2.50
11 and 12, block 69, (70.90;
lots
$55.40;
That is one of Ivory's lot 2, block 73, $12.40; lot 1, block 60.
75; native cows and heifers $2.25
5.50: stockers and feeders $3.25
$62.80.
over
other
advantages
5.50; bulls $2.503.75; calves $3.50
bath and toilet soaps
There is talk of consolidating the $7.75; western steers, $3.6656.75;
4.00.
'
Mayflower and Las Vegas Military western cows $2.75
it floats.
Hogs 5,000 strong to 5 higher, bulk
con.
bands next season, the open-ai- r
Other advantages are: It is certs alternating between the two sales $7.758.10; heavy $808.20;
$7.90 08.20;
' .
towns, provided sufficient substantial packers and butchers
pure; it lathers freely; it conbe given by the music-lovin- g light $7.508; pigs $5.2507.25.
tains no "free" alkali; it leaves encouragement A
Sheep 5,000 stedy, muttons $4.25
public.
pick of members
the skin as smooth as satin.
would be made, which would insure 5; lambs $5.5006.76; range wethers
a band of musicians with few peers in and yearlings $45.25; range ewes
$3.25 05.25.
the entire southwest.
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Stoves, Heaters

,

J

J.

M CUNNINGHAM,
President
FRANK SPRINGER, Vice President.

and

from

ofLasVegas
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.
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Ivory Soap
994A5o

Cellers, who has been In the
brokerage business on Center' street
for the past two years, will open a
jewelry store in the Wright building
on Sixth street at the former Doll
stand.

Per Cent. Pure
si

m.

Tour fire is never
out!

.

A hat full of coal
in a Cole's Hot Blast burns all night, and in the
morning instead'of building the fire, shivering in a
chilled room and waiting for the fire to heat tip,
.
you open a draft only.
And there is fuel enough left to warm up

ALLEGED

nicely.
- We not
only say this. We (raarantee it, and
ottr word Is backed by the largest manufacturer
of soft coal heaters in America
,
Tf
f We grurantee a saving in fuel of a third.
This is a conservative guarantee. You really save
one-hato 60 per cent of your winter's fuel bill by
'
using this stove.
In fact, our guarantee on Cole's Hot Blast is
lf

-

have a
large
and Blankets

623

ONAVA.

One bay horse.
Branded
.
fin loft htn
One bav mare.
Branded
On left shoulder

F.
516-51- 8

GEHRING;
Douglas Avenue.

,

;

'

.

f

One dark bay horse
Branded
M.

wii
East Las
R.

Hams, 623 Railroad avenue.
vegas, ih, m.

Drink MacBeth mineral water while
the city water Is bad and regain your
health. Telephone purple 6362.

Pete Roth
will reopen his

Meat Market

I am prepared to show you the beautiful, large fashion
Plates and Samples of Materials representing a complete stock of
R
HIGH GRADE
CLOAKS,
SUITS
SKIRTS, WAISTS, FURS, etc., for WOMEN, MISSES and
CHILDREN AT EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICES AND
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. One fourth off on Suits.

in his
OLD

READY-TO-WEA-

ESTABLISHMENT

tomorrow morning, where you
can find all kinds of FRESH
and SMOKED MEAT, SAUSAGE, BISMAKK SAUER
KRAUT, DILL, SWEET and
SOUR PICKLES at reasonable prices.

Monda.y, Tuesday and Wednesday

Mrs. Starvdish,
East Las Vegas, N. M.

1

LEFTEN.
.

Star Heat

Phone Main 224

Met

Best K.' C. Meats, Native Beef,
S Fresbi
Fish, Chickens, O

half of

Boft

coal

i

ED

Finder please notify

its price.

-

1

LOST, STRAYED OR 8T0LEN AT

N.

;

of

Will You let us Show You?
J. C. JOHNSEN & SON

Bridge Street.

Shows,
TopI.C Draft
'
..mi.
burning the OAS

0

MORE BEDDING
We

Made as good as newl Four
years experience m Pans

Ours is the Original Cole's Hot
Blast, with the name Cole's on the
feed door,
i

San Miguel NeUionaJ Dank.

OFFICE WITH

COLDER WEATHER

Repaired.

soft coal, hard coal, wood,
slack, lignite or cobs and we
guarantee it against any beater,
size for size, at twice or three times

0

i

IS

and

Take note that this heater burns

Barns Any Fuel Soft Coal, Hard Coal, 'Wood or Cobs.

MURDERER

Clothes Cleaned, Dyed

$10 Up

0
0,
0
0

Las Vegas Savings Bank
OOO000 0 0aa00000OOOO

. Cleaning Tailor

sl

0.

CAPTURED AT CLAYTON
Canon City, Colo., Oct 1. Almost
five years to the day after he is said
to have shot and killed Juan Garcia
MEANS
at a dance at Prospect Height, Frank
Baca has been captured at Clayton,
N. M. If the district attorney decides he has sufficient evidence to
warrant a trial, the prisoner will be
fine
returned here immediately.
line
The shooting of Garcia followed a
- - Comforts
quarrel, the cause of which has never
been learned. Friends of both men
who might be able to shed light on
:AT RIGHT PRICES:
the matter have maintained a reticence which the officials have been
unable to break, and for this reason
Baca may never be brought to trial.
At the coroner's inquest, held on
the day following the shooting, much
difficulty was encountered by the investigators in their attempts to get
,
Douglas Ave.
testimony, and this same condition
is believed still to exist.
Baca "disappeared immediately after the killing and no trace of him
ductor. Carrick says the public never
was found. Although circulars were SAYS NO CLERGYMAN
CAN LEAD HONEST LIFE sees behind the ecene of a pastor's
sent out the search was not vigoroushome and never knows the trials and
ly prosecuted because of the uncer
Oct 1. "I don't believe temptations which assail him.
tainty of making out a case should a Lawrence,
minister of the gospel can lead an
the man be found.
honest life," says Rev D. H. Varrick,
A good piano for rent 413 Tenth,
who has resigned from the ministry
Two new patients, Catarino Maynez here and become
a
street
con
street
railway
Miss
and
Luplta Martinez, from union
and Lincoln counties, respectively,
have been committed to the asylum
here:' and one patient. Mrs. Fred Horn
discharged as cured. Mrs. Horn! left
last night for Dalhart, Texas, where
sne win live wna relatives.

Attention! Madame Mace,
phychlst, teacher of occultism, astrol- ogist, clairvoyant and phychometrist
can be interviewed at the Rawlins
house, room 15, from 9 a. m. to 8 p. m
every day, Sundays Included.

Cole's Hot Blast

"i

i

000d000

noted

the most sweeping statement vcr
put behind a heater, and it puts us
in the lead of all stove dealers.
Let us show you this remarkable
heater this clean stove this continuous fire holder this expense
cutter this beauty.

i

i

v

A hat full of coal lasts all night
in COLE'S HOT BLAST
'
That is a tremendous fact for users of
heaters.

"BANK OF SAVINGS"

t

ii

Interest will be paid on every deposit and time will tell the
story that you are well off.

DROP

M.

1

EMBED IN THIS BANK OF SAVINGS AS OCCASION
ALLOWS YOUR SPARE DOLLARS.

--

3--

c

foresight has embedded in the earthy bank, his winter's supply
of nuts.

hand-knotte-

5--

Cathir.
Attt Caihli-.'-

it is properly named, when a little squirrel with his keen

'

1--

B. JANUARY,

&

;

up.

il'ffliS

T. HOSKINS,

F.

cnccao.co

'

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

INTERS

billIll!

D.

SURPLUS

O.f

'
.

?

Smoked Meat.

AMADO HIDALGO, Cutter
Phone Vegas

450

Star Meat Market

,

THE
HYGEIA
ICE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
PRICES

:

lbs or more each delivery 20c per hundred
"
to 2,000 lbs. "
30c
v "
to 1,000 lbs.
"
40c
(C
to 200 lbs. "
"
50c
Less than 50 lbs. "
It
"
75c
CRYSTAL ICE CO..
McGuIre & Webb
Phone Main 22T
2,000
1,000
200
50

A. H. Reingrueber Brewing Co,
f of Lqls Vegas.
We are now mating the finest beer in the Southwest.
Boost
home .industry 'and telephone your ordert te ns for either
keg or
"
bottle beer.
'

PHONES MAIN 67, 61 and 32,

i

,

:
;

1

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

FRIDAY,

OCTOBER

1, 1909

Estray Advertisement
: Notice lb hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Francisco Jaramlllo, Jarales, N. M.
One. mare with small colt,
Branded
On left hip
One red horse.
Branded
On right hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Oct 12, '09, said date being 10
Jays after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Sept. 22, last pub Oct. 2, 1909

WANT ADS ARE IMPORTANT to YOU

USE

To-wl- t:

in a Hundred ways and, in ONE of Them at Least,

TO-DA-

Y!

ADVERTISE - THE OPTIC
First Insertion 5 Cents a line

wmmlmmmmmw
f

20 Centi Per line By Week

50 Cents Per

Ll08 By HODllL

f f

Illustrated Settlement 10 Payment Life.

la what every advertiser wants
if for his money. He gets it from

THE
BOSS-BREA-

Always Good Has No Equal
CiJI
Handled By All Dealers
pi

"Jo-wi- t:

.t56e Bankers ILeserve

'

And You Will Always Have;

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
n
that the following d
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Francisco Jaramlllo, Jarales, N. M.
One sorrel
mare, with
small colt
may-concer-

Quick Action

4-

--

BOSS PATENT FLO

branded

On right shoulder
One red colt two years old.

Life Company

Branded
On right hip
j
Said animal being unknown ti this
Estray, Advertisement.
Estray Advertisement
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
B. H. ROBISON, President
whom it
to
is
Notice
Notice
is
hereby
given
given to whom it
fbefore Oct 12, '09, said date being 10 may concern that the following de- may concernhereby
Omaha, Nebraska, C. 8.
that the following deday's after last appearance of this ad scribed
estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken np by
vertisement, said estray will be sold Romulo Blea, Trementlna, N. M.
J. J. Haynes, Hanley, N. M.
f
of
the
benefit
Board
for
1909.
the
Lindsay, Neb., June, 8,
by this
One dark bay horse, about
One red bald faced cow.
They are certain money getowner when found.
11 years old, weight 850 pounds.
ters. They bring quick and
Branded
THE BANKERS RESERVE LIFE CO.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Branded
On right ribs
satisfactory returns. AdvertisAlbuquerque, N. M.
1
Nebr.
On left shoulder
Omaha,
.1
1st pub: Sept. 22, last pub Oct. 2, 1909
ers say so the checking sheet
'
Branded
Branded
continue
No.
1509
issued
,
Kindly
May 9, 1899,
my Policy
proves It Try one today and
On left hip
On left neck
E&tray Advertisement
on my life as a paid up policy with loan privilege. I desire to
be convinced.
rv
Branded
Notice Is hereby given to waom It
Ear mark
EE3 On right shoulder
state that the settlement on this policy exceeds my expectation,
U
may concern that the following
TELEPHONE MAIN 2
One black horse, about 5 years old,
the surplus being in excess of estimate given when policy was
ediray animal was taken up by
Said animal being unknown to this
"Butcher" Shearon, Moriarty, N. M.
if
weight about 750 or 800 pounds.
'
unless
or
on
owner
claimed
Board,
written.
by
'v
One big red cow, old.
Branded
WT3
before Oct. 12, '09, said date being 10
'
Branded
This has been a cheaper insurance to me than any assessOn left Jaw
adafter
of
this
last
appearance
days
ribs
On
left
ment I have.
Branded
i
said
be
sold
will
vertisement
estray
V
Joseph H. Engelka."
by this Board for the benefit of the s On left hip
Ear mark
owner when found.
Said animal being unknown to this
THE SURPLUS EARNED EXCEEDED THE ESTIMATE
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
WANTED Position as housekeeper.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Said animal being unknown to this
Albuquerque, N. M.
Widow with child. Address Mrs. J.
For Rates and Information Write
Board, unless claimed by owner on or 1st pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct 2, 1909 before Oct. 12, 09, said date being 10
A, Shrewsbery, Ava, 111.
days after last appearance of this adbefore Oct 12, '09, said date being 10
vertisement, said estray will be sold
days after last appearance of this ad
Wanted Woman wants work as
Estray Advertisement
this Board for the benefit of the
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Notice Is hereby given to whom it by
housekeeper or cook. Address M. L.,
this Board for the benefit of the may concern that the following de- owner when found.
ly
Optic.
New Mexico and Arizona
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
cwner when found.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Albuquerque, N. M.
Pioneer Building
East JLas Vegas, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
H. C. Brooks, Alma, N. M.
WANTED
A woman
for general
Albuquerque, N. M.'
One dark brown horse, ;st pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct. 2, 1909
housework. Address Box 303, East
1st pub. Sept 2,2, last pub Oct. 2, 1909 unbroken, 6 or 7 years old, about 13
Las Vegas, N. M.
,
Estray Advertisement
hands high.
The
to
best
a
man
handle
Notice
is
is hereby given to wham It
Advertisement.
way.
Advertisement
Estray
WANTED
Estray
Experienced girl for cook- to make him have a
Branded
may concern that the followtnp degood opinion
IMtlce is hereby given to whom it
Notice is hereby given to whom it
ing and housework. Address X, care of himself; the best way to make him
On
I
left hip
i?f
scribed estray animal was taken up by
aMMM
may concern that the following de may concern that the following
A. D. Foster, Dwyer, N. M.
have a good opinion of himself is to scribed estray animal was
Optic;
estray animal was taken up by
taken up by
Branded
One erav ma, ahniit. fi
tell him he hasn't.
Donaciano Chavez, PInos Wells, N. Higinio Cordoba, Sandoval, N. M,
On right hip?
years' old, weight about 700 pounds.
t:
One cow.
M.
How to Cure a Cold
Branded
t:
One two year old colt,
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
On left Jaw
Be as careful as you can, you will gray.
on
or
owner
claimed
unless
Board,
by
On right hip
FOR KNT Front room up stairs. All occasionally take cold, and when you
Branded
UT
Branded
before Oct. 12, '09, said date being 10
modem conveniences. Inquire 1107 do, get a medicine of known reliabilOn left shoulder
On left hip
days after last appearance of this ad
Ear mark
Douglas.
ity, one that has an established repuvertisement, said estray will be sold
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded'
tation and that is certain to effect a
owner on or
by this Board for the benefit of the
Board, unless claimed
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this owner when found.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with or quick cure. Such a medicine is Cham- before Oct. 12, '09, saidbydate being 10
berlain's
Cough
Remedy. It has days after last appearance of this ad Board, Unless claimed by owner on or
witnout board. 614 Columbia.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Said animal being' unknown to this
gained a world wide reputation by its vertisement said estray will be sold beforj Oct 12, '09, said date being 10
Albuquerque, N. M.
owner na
oard, unless claimed
FOR
RENT One front bedroom, remarkable cures of this most com- by this Board for the benefit of the days after last appearance of this ad- 1st pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct. 2, 1909 before Oct 12, '09, said ydate being To"
mon ailment, and can always bo de owner
sold
be
said
will
'
vertisement
estray
when found.
tiorth Carnegie library, 618 Colum- pended upon. It acts on nature s
days after last appearance of this ad
by this Board for the benefit of the
CATTLE SANITARY BO ARB,
vertisement, said estray will be Bold
Advertisement
'
bia avenue.
A
Estray
when
ound.
plan, relieves the lungs, aids expectorowner!
M.
N.
,'
Albuquerque,
by this Board for the benefit of the
It
whom
SANITARY
is
Notice
to
ation, opens the secretions and aids 1st pub.
CATTLE
BOARD,
given
hereby
1909
owner when found.
Sept 22, last pub Oct. 2,
FOR RENT Three .modern house nature in restoring the system to a
Albuquerque, N. M.
may concern that the following de
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
all
For
sale
condition.
1909
by
1st
Oct.
healthy
was
last
2,
22,
taken
scribed
animal
pub.
Sept.
up by
pub
estray
keeping rooms. Inquire 414 Seventh dealers.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Advertisement
M.
N.
Estray
Francisco
Jaramlllo, Jarales,
street
1st pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct 2, 1909
It
Advertisement
mare.
whom
One black
Notice Is hereby given to
Estray
A girl should always be careful not may concern that the following deNotice Is hereby given to whom it
FOR RENT Store room, No. B18
Branded
Estray Advertisement
to share a fellow's lot unless she is scribed estray animal was taken tip by may concern that the following de
On right hip
Sixth street Inquire W. B. Bunker. sure it isn't mortgaged.
Notice is hereby given to wnom It
H. C. Brooks, Alma, N M. '
scribed estray animal was taken up by
One iron gray pony, about C. D. Wilson, Capltan, N. M.
One roan mare, with very small may concern that the following do- y
scribed estray animal was taken up by
four years old, broken to ride,
One white and mouse col colt.
Money Comes In Bunches
J; M. Paxton, Elk, N. M.
ored
N.
six
to A. A. Chlsholm, of Treadwell,
years old,
pinto burro, about
Branded
Branded
One brown horse. 15 hands
11
about
hands high, gentle.
Y., now. His reason is well worth
On left hip
On left hip
high, 12 years old.
FOR SALE Finely furnished rooms reading: "For a long time I suffered
ht
Branded
"
Branded
for light housekeeping. No. 614 from Indigestion, torpid liver, consti
Said animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown w this
ri
iui i u iiiiiiiii ur
un left jaw
Twelfth street
,
pation, nervousness, and general deb Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded '
Said animal being unknown to this before Oct. 12, '09, said date being 10
ility," he writes. "I couldn't sleep, before Oct 12, 109, said date being 10
On left shoulder
FOR SALE I base burner and two had no appetite, nor ambition, grew days after last appearance of this ad- Board, unless claimed by owner on or days after last appearance of this ad
heating stoves, all in good condi- weaker every day in spite of all med- vertisement said estray will be sold before Oct 12, '09, said date being 10 vertisement, said estray will bi sold
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ably assisted by F. E. Spooner in the to be admitted free with "every paid has filed notice of intention to make has filed notice of Intention to make
role of "Pierrot, a goat herder." fifty cent ticket, the same as last night. final five year proof, to esabllsh claim final five year proof, to establish
Foley's Honey and Tar clears the
added a spicy touch to the The eompany will close its engage- to thff land above described, before claim to the land above
beair passages, stops the Irritation in Spooner
that kept the interest of the ment tomorrow night, giving a matinee Robert L. M. Ross, U. S. court com- fore Robert L. M. Ross,described,
TJ. S. court
the throat, soothes the inflamed mem- play
audience keyed to a high pitch. The tomorrow afternoon. The remaining missioner, at Las Vegas, N. M, on commissioner, at Las Vegas, N.
on
branes, and the most obstinate cough other members of the caste also are performances will likely be
the 16th day of November, 1909.
by the 16th day of November, 1909.
disappears. Sore and inflamed lungs entitled to more or less praise. larg0 houses, as each night greeted
names
as
audiClaimant
witnesses:
the
names
Claimant
as witnesses:
are healed and strengthened, and the Rather a ludicrous situation too ence has been
Ascension Salazar, Julian Salazar,
and more appreJose B. Medina. Renlerin R
cold is expelled from the system. Re- place, when the curtain was rung down ciative. The larger are
Ro50
35
Teodoro
o
Jose
Julian Salazar, Jose Teodoro Gonzales!
25,
Gonzales, Benign
and
prices
fuse any but the genuine in the ve'-lo- on the fourth and presumably the cents, and seats
can be reserved at the mero, all of Gonzales, N. M.
au of Gonzales, N. M.
package. O. G. Schaefer and Red last act, according to the programs. box office at the theatre any time durMANUEL R. OTERO,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Cross Drug Co.
The audience started 'to leave the ing the day.
Register.
Register.
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AMERICA
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With the

Spooner Wallock Stock

,

Comjpany

r

be the
Father"
"Everybody Works
and tomorrow night
a
a fight
Lawyer's
tomorrow.
the
during
specialties
the
by
presented
and others.
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Prices 25, 35, and 50 Cents

HARVEST FAIR

m CARNIVAL
HALL

Saturday, Oct. 9

,

10-fo- ot

Prize' List Sent Upon Application

GREAT BIG DAYS

The 29th Annual
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Resources Exposition
Albuquerque, October to
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New Mexico Normal University
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GOWEN President;
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WE SELL

yliV AUTUMN OFFERING

"The lantern that Don't Sneeze"

OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLES

No matter how rough the road

j

matter how strong the wind
;
.
fl "Prisco" won't blow out.

No
...

FRUIT
CAPE COD CRANBERRIES
Native Peache
Concord Grapes
Muscatel Grapes
Crab Apples
Oranges

Colorado Feacbs
Mission Grapes
Oornichon Grapes ttii",
Cooking Appels
Fancy Bannanag 3
-

''

,

m ft'
-

Ilfeld
Ludwig ?Wm,
Street

ils?

f

Celery
Cauliflower
Endire .
'
Parsley
Leek
Radishes
Squash

Sweet Potatoes

New Turnips
New Beets
Mango Peppers
Native Carrots
Green Chili

'

September 30, 1909.
83; miniTemperature Maximum
"
mum 40; range 43.
j
Humidity 6 a. m. 55; 12 m., 28; 6
v.
Murphy property for sale. Two
mean, 34.
p. m.,
Forecast Partly cloudy tonight and good barns, chicken house, good lawn,
fruit and shade trees, Corner Rail-- '
i
'
Saturday.
road avenue and Columbia. Apply on
premises.
Dance tomorrow
academy.

Pride Flour
Also Hea.dqua.rters for
All Kinds of FEED

Las Vegas Roller Mills
131.

YOUR SELECTION

at

night

Comfort Underwear

of the Crystal Ice factory, a position
he filled long and satisfactorily
for
Pete Chris Wiegand.

at

Jake Graaf,

Sixth'

Street

.

,

John Metzler. Whn n'aa oftarlro
with a hemorrhage last night, was
$10.00 given away, Duncan opera this
morning removed to Las Vacbh
house tomorrow night
hospital from his apartments at 711
ssixtn street.
. Get the
best at Nolette's barber
shop.
Beginning October fith T win touch
ladles to do their own dressmaking
The E. Romero Hose and Fire ana tailoring, as taught by the Relatcompany will hold its regular month- or's Ladies' Tailorine CnUeea nt St
ly meeting at its station on Bridge Louis. For particulars call, at 925
Columbia avenue. Mrs. H. M. Glass.
Btreet this evening.

.r

ic

Eugenio Valdez is now driving a
Cain's delivery wagon for McGulre & Webb,

Phone
Main 107

1
1

S3'

fl

!

iM

S3:

For Useful Free Booklet Telling' About
Mentor Comfort Underwear

Write to Mentor Knitting Mills, Cleveland, O.

'

TRADING
f. O. BROWN
DEALERS IN

.

Narclso Baca has opened a meat
Received new shipment of goods,
latest styles in fall and winter milli- market in a vacant business room on
the south side of the plaza belonging
nery. 609 6th street
to Don Trinidad Romero, making the
We have a beautiful line of seven fifth butcher Bhop in a row on that
and eight dollar hats for five dollars side of the open square.
cash Saturday, Oct. 2 at The Empor
Will Reed. a. drivpr tnr fhn lnnol
ium.
roller mill who Rustatnert
'
Order your cream from T. T. painful fracture of a wrist in a run
away accident some days ago, has had
Turner.
the injured member placed securely in
The Simplex Vacuum cleaner for a Blaster of Parln 'taet and ha 4a
town at his accustom-e- d
rent at Gehrlng's. The cost to run whirling around
as though no such accident
is two cents per hour. Phone us and naa speed
never befallen him. . He hasn't
we will deliver at your house.
lost a moment of time from his dally
routine, and his physicians' bill has
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER.
been assumed by his employers.
H. C. Kelley Co.'s office,
Pioneer
Building. E. D. Burks.
Will the flnflfif rtt a HtHo wl.lo
Eskimo doll which had a celluloid head
NEW DINNERWARE
with a hole in
forehead please re
We have added two new lines' of turn me ooii 10the
Btnei. The doll
jaDy
in
and
dinnerware
the gold
English
being a gift from the baby's grandrose
white and wild
decorations, that mother, who died
was prized
make neat patterns. We carry this in highly. The doll since,
was lost between
open stock so you can get just what Gallinas avenue and Messrs. Boucher's
you want without taking a whole and Sally's stores. Return .the doll
set at a time and often getting a lot and 3 reward will be given. Mrs. Joe
of articles that you hardly ever ,use. W. Wernz. 919 Gallinas avenue.
Get wise and buy what you use., on
your table every day, Come in and
se them.

.

CO,,

ALFALFA, HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS.
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.

Bridge Street.

Get Our Prices before buying.

Phone Main

THE
LAST WEE
FOR

Crab Apples
50 lb. box ?l.35

.

Prune i'liiiiis

PRESERVf

lie

25 lbs. for $1.00

ES

,

CRYSTAL THEATER

OF A GOOD BANK

5 AND llMJ&NT

JIs important, not only for. the present, but
also for the years to come.
flTheJright Bank connection will be a material
helptolyour every day business.
This iBank", has a successful record, of safe,
conservative banking from the day of its or-

STUKia..

.

Several homestead entries have re
cently been made of government land
in San Miguel county lying east of
the Mora land grant. It Is said that
only a very few locations can now be
had in that particular locality. Nearly

THi

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

The First National Bank

BISCUIT

which all of

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier.
E. D. RAXNOLD9. Cashier.

Phone 144 and 145

Every evening commencing 7:30.
Matinees every day, 2:30 except
Monday and Tuesday.
Admission 10 cents, Children 5 cents.
All Aboard for Harvey'sl
Carriage goes out Saturday morn
ng returns following Friday. Leave
rders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown
fradlng Co's.

return--

.

Washing

Free from Slate or Slack

We

are

Loose-Wile-

s

and

D. W. CONDON

rlr

tjr
Foot Main St

ceived.

The BEST HEATS in Town.
Spring Lamb
Fancy Native mutton
Veal
Kansas Clty'antl Native Beef
Home Dressed Spring Chick'
(

ir

of Goods

4

A fresh assortment
;

4r

Prompt Services
Can be had ONLY by
.

J.Grocer.

p&tronlzing

"She
US

'

,

VEGAS STEAM LAUNDRY

New Crop

ens and Hens
AN Kinds o f Sausages

Home Grow Carnations

Per Dozen
jry

75 c
--

v

r.

11-

- r;

rye served1

E. Las Vegas, N.

M,

i$ l

The best draft beer In the city.
Lobby, of course.
FaDst s araught Deer on tap oniy--

.1

Johnston & Murphys, Preston B. Knith and Selz.
'
Shoes.
As to Shirts, Underwear, Neckwear, Hosiery etc.,,
. we buy from the leading1 Factories and Mills in the

i Quantities it
country.... And as we buy in large
.... ,.
fenables us to- sell at prices that cannot be met by
.

-

r

comrtition,(j::!l'''

It will be to your interest to inspect our line before
'

buying.

'

:

,

.

x-- :

EI. GREEHBERGEB,

1
1

Guggenheim

Hawes Hats.

Prop.

.

Straight

Our Fall and Winter stock is now complete and
we are in a position to offer the best values in townl.
We carrry the best makes in all .lines, such as Hart
Schaffner and Marx Clothing; John B. Stetson and

Greenhouses
Las
Vegas
Phone Main 276
PERRY ONION,
!

bar-

-

Men's and Boys' clothing, furnishing
goods, hats, caps and shoes.

re-

just

Try a dram of Old Taylor bonrbca

The Boston Clothing House

Careful Handling

candy.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, axed'
the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course.
In

at the Oiiera bar. Served from
rels on the bar.

Real Estate Co.'

Ironing

"THE COFFEE MAN"

Aver thn liAr nt iha AfiMont

609 Douglas Ave.

for

headquarters
crackers

For Sale

CHAS. H. SP0RLEDER,

Very nourishing and always
ready for any meal.

On Domestic Coal, Best Screened Katon Eggj $4.76
per ton just what you want for cooking,

O. Bonclier.

unfurnished.

Crisp, easily digested.

.-

Pot your order in
eQry

Houses for rent furnished and

Best

MONEY SAVED

P. s-

Some very desirable City
improved and unimproved.

Sanitary

the nutriment

in the giain has been
ed.

Grocers, Butchers and Qakcra

Film Service Unsurpassed

wheat floor in

soft winter

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.

A. PAPEII,

GROCER AND BUTCHER.

Made from specially selected

OF LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO

Hi

MOTION PICTURES

.

.

ganization.

Phone Main 31

;

Home drewed chickens
Roth's tomorrow.

Use Ovir

Phone

"Where can I get tjie
best value for my mo- - S3
ney?"
We'll tell you-- and
tell you truthfully Buy rt
Mentor Comfort Under c$j
wear.
You will be pleased S
and thank us for the
8$:
suggestion.
A fresh new line is

i;

Q

fift

buy?"

7TH ftTvT
all the entries have been made by parwest and northmiddle
from
the
ties
west, and some commutations and
final proofs have already been made.

$VATHER REPORT

w3

v$

-

Fresh Lettuce

i

-

arise:

If there is anything we have not on hand and it is
made, our special order department can get it.

i

miPsHn-n-

l'"?"What kind will I W'

Bridge

LOCAL NEWS

!

The
' :.!

.

FOR EARLY DELIVERY PLEASE PHONE IN
GOOD SEASON MAIN 193 OR 193

!

MENTOR

VEGETABLES
,

i?
These are the days
when you look over
your wardrobe and find 0?
that your last year's" W
underwear needs re- - W

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY.
California Peachs
Tokay Grapes
Prone Plums
Eating Apples
Tables Pears

BEST COLORADO SPINA CE

Ripe Tomatoes
Green Tomatoes
Egg Plant
Bleached Endire
Green Onions
Soup Bunches
Bed Cabbage

i

the I 'Frisco", won't jar. out.

tit 1909
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The Best Underwear f

Prop.

r.

